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(l)Agency
Department of Health
(2) Agency Number:

SEP 27 2022
Independent Regulatory
Review Commission
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IRRC Number:

Identification Number 221
(3) PA Code Cite: 28 Pa. Code §* 201.1, 201.2. 201.3
(4) Short Title:
Long—term care nursing facilities: Rulemaking I

—

General Applicubllth’ and De/Initiotis

Please note that this is the first of four final-form rulemaking packages, with respect to long-tent care
nursing facilities, to be promulgated by the Department.
(5) Agency Contacts (List Telephone Number and Email Address):
Primary Contact: Ann Chronister, Director, Bureau of Facility Licensure and Certification, 717-547-3131,
RA-DH LTCRee5(ä pa.aov
(6) Type of Rulemaking (check applicable box):

H Proposed Regulation
H

Final Regulation
Final Omitted Regulation

H Emergency Certification Regulation:
fl Certification by the Governor
H Certification by the Attorney General

(7) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language. (100 words or less)
This is the first of four rulemaking packages that amend Subpart C (relating to long-tent care facilities) of
Part IV of Title 28 of the Pennsylvania Code. Subpart C consists of6 different chapters: Chapters 201, 203,
205, 207, 209 and 211. This final-form rulemaking amends the general applicability provisions and the
definitions section under Chapter 201.
The purpose of this final-form rulemaking is to create consistency between Federal and State
requirements for long-term care nursing facilities by expanding the adoption of the Federal requirements
to include the requirements set forth at 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B (relating to requirements for longtent care facilities). This final-fom rulemaking also updates existing definitions applicable to longtent care nursing facilities.
Although the proposed rulemaking proposed changes to the minimum hours of direct resident care under
section 211.12 (relating to nursing services), for readability and clarity, those substantive amendments
are addressed with similar nursing services amendments in Rulemaking 4 Qualifications, Training,
Job Duties, Recordkeeping, Program Standards, and Resident Rights and Services.
—

(8) State the statutory authority for the regulation. Include specific statutory citation.
Sections 601 and 803 of the Health Care Facilities Act (HCFA or act) (35 P.S. * 448.601 and 448.803)
authorize the Department to promulgate, after consultation with the Health Policy Board, regulations
necessary to carry out the purposes and provisions of the HCFA. Section 801.1 of the HCFA (35 P.S. §
448.80 Ia) seeks to promote the public health and welfare through the establishment of regulations
setting minimum standards for the operation of health care facilities. The minimum standards are to
assure safe, adequate and efficient facilities and services and to promote the health, safety and adequate
care of patients or residents of those facilities. In section 102 of the HCFA, the General Assembly has
found that a purpose of the l-ICFA is, among other things, to assure that citizens receive humane,
courteous and dignified treatment. 35 P.S. § 448.102. Finally, Section 201(12) ofthe HCFA (35 P.S. §
448.201(12)) provides the Department with explicit authority to enforce its rules and regulations
promulgated under the HCFA.
The Department also has the duty to protect the health of the people of this Commonwealth tinder
section 2 102(a) of the Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P.S. § 532(a)). The Department has general
authority to promulgate regulations tinder section 2102(g) of the Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P.S. §
532(g)) for this purpose.

(9) Is the regulation mandated by any federal or state law or court order, or federal regulation? Are there
any relevant state or federal court decisions? If yes, cite the specific law, case or regulation as well as,
any deadlines for action.
The regulations are not mandated by any Federal or State statute, court order, or Federal regulation.
With respect to State law, the Department is authorized under the HCFA to promulgate regulations that
promote the health, safety and adequate care of patients and residents in health care faciLities, which
includes residents in long-tent care nursing facilities. 35 P.S. §* 448.604 and 448.801 In addition, the
act states that the Department shall take into consideration Federal certification standards, as
appropriate, when developing rules and regulations for licensure of health care facilities. 35 P.S. §
448.806(b).
The Department’s expansion of its adoption of the Federal health and safety requirements for long-tent
care facilities at 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B (relating to requirements for long-term care facilities)
complies with this requirement. Under this final-font rulemaking, all facilities licensed by and seeking
licensure by the Department will be required to comply with the Federal requirements in 42 CFR Part
483, Subparl B. with the exception of42 CFR 483.1 (relating to basis and scope) and the data
transmission and KIDS reporting requirements. These exceptions will only apply to facilities
participating in the Medicare or Medical Assistance (MA) Programs.

(10) State why the regulation is needed. Explain the compelling public interest that justifies the
regulation. Describe who will benefit from the regulation. Quantify the benefits as completely as
possible and approximate the number of people who will benefit.
The percentage of adults aged 65 or older in Pennsylvania is increasing. In 2010, approximately 15% of
Pennsylvanians were aged 65 or older. In 2017, this number increased to 17.8%. In 2020. just under 20
percent of the population in Pennsylvania was 65 years of age or older. For even’ 10 individuals under
25 years of age lost in Pennsylvania since 2010, the state gained 21 persons aged 65 or older. The
Commonwealth also has a higher percentage of older adults when compared to other states. In 2017,
this Commonwealth ranked fifth in the Nation in the number (12 million) of older adults and seventh in
percentage (17.8%). The increase in older Pennsylvanians is expected to continue. It has been estimated
that by 2030, there will be 38 older Pennsylvanians (65 years of age or older) for every 100-working age
Pennsylvanians (15 years of age to 64 years of age). Penn State Harrisburg. Pennsylvania State Data
Center. (July 2018). Population Characteristics and Change: 2010 to 2017 (Research Brief). Retrieved
from https: pasdcithupswedu data research—briefs pa_pornhlauon_estnnates; Penn State Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania State Data Center. (July 2018). (June 2022). Trends in Pennsylvania’s Population by Age.
(Research Brief). Retrieved from
https://pasdc.hhu.su.edu’sdc/pasdc flles/researchbrieR/.Iune 2022.pdE
As the number of older Pennsylvanians increases, Ihe number of those needing long-term care nursing
will also increase. It has been estimated that an individual turning 65 years of age today has an almost
70% chance of needing some type of long-term services or support during the remainder of their
lifetime; 20% will need long-term care support for longer than 5 years. More people use long-term care
services at home and for longer; however, approximately 35% utilize nursing facilities for this type of
care. Administration for Community Living. (February 2020). How Much Care Will You
Need? Retrieved from https:Pacl .uov/Itc/basic—needs’ltow—iiiuch—care—wi I I—vou—iieed.
Further, the COVID- I 9 pandemic highlighted the vulnerability of older adults, with a larger percentage
of deaths occurring in individuals 65 years of age and older, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC). Demographic Trends of COVID-19 Cases and Deaths in the US Reported to CDC. Retrieved
from littps://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#demouraphics. See also, CDC. COVID-19 Weekly
Cases and Deaths per 100,000 Population by Age, Race/Ethnicity and Sex, United States, March 1,
2020—June 25, 2022. Retrieved from hDps://covid.cdc.ov/covid-data-traeker!#demouraplucsovcrtime.
Further, it is estimated that at least a quarter of COVID-19 deaths occurred in long-term care nursing
facilities. The COVID Tracking Project. (March 2021). Long-Term-Care COVID Tracker. Retrieved
from hups:covidtrackin.conYnursinu—homes—lonu—tenn—care—thcilities. In this Commonwealth alone,
there havc been approximately 11.443 confirmed deaths of residents in long-term care nursing facilities
since January 2020. AARP. (September 15, 2022). AARP Nursing Home COVID-19 Dashboard Fact
Sheets. Retrieved from https:!Avww.aarp.ore/ppi!issues/care2lvin2/info—2020/nursinu—lrnme—covld—
states. htin I.
The Department’s long-term care nursing facilities regulations have not been updated since 1999, with
the last significant update occurring in 1997 after the 1996 amendment to the Health Care Facilities Act
(the HCFA or act) (35 P.S. § 448.lOl—448.904b). Since that time, there have been substantial
changes in the means of delivering care and providing a safe environment for residents in long-term care
nursing facilities, with the pandemic further highlighting the need for change.
Approximately 72,000 individuals reside in the 682 long-term care nursing facilities currently licensed
by the Department. These 72,000 individuals, and their family members, will benefit from this finalform regulation. Further, the current residents for the three private pay facilities will benefit with the
updated standards from 1998. Since the Department’s adoption of the 1998 regulations 23 years ago,
3

there have been expanded requirements for emergency preparedness; quality assurance and infection
control; abuse, neglect and exploitation protections; and admission and discharge protections to ensure
the health and safety of residents. These three facilities had a reported, combined census of 79 residents
for the Department’s 2020-2021 annual report. Department of Health. (2021). Nursing Home Reports.
Retrieved from:
https:’’ vxvv. liealih.pa. uovz;opics.1-lea] thStatistics l-leaI thFaci I ities/I\’ursinu1-loneReports Paszes!nurslll 2—
home-reporls.aspx.

Further, the regulated community will benefit from the efficiency of the consistent adoption and
application of the Federal requirements for health and safety at 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B (relating to
requirements for long-term care facilities). The Commonwealth generally will also benefit from the
efficiency of Department surveyors applying consistent health and safety standards.

(II) Are there provisions that are more stringent than federal standards? lfyes, identify the specific
provisions and the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations.
As provided above, this final-form rulemaking incorporates the Federal standards and certification
requirements for long-term care facilities under 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B. All facilities licensed by or
seeking licensure by the Department will be required to comply with these Federal requirements, except
for the following provisions: 42 CFR 483.1 (relating to basis and scope); and the data transmission and
MDS reporting requirements. These exceptions, however, only apply to those facilities not participating
in the Medicare or MA Programs.
Section 201.3 (relating to definitions) conforms with Federal definitions, except in instances where
specified terms are defined elsewhere in state law.

(12) How does this regulation compare with those of the other states? How will this affect
Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states?
Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states will not be impacted by the adoption of the Federal
health and safety requirements and definitions. All long-term care nursing facilities that participate in
the Federal Medicare or Medicaid programs are required to comply with the Federal standards and
certification requirements for long-term care facilities, regardless of where the facilities are located
The Department reviewed the regulations of other states to determine which states have expressly
adopted the Federal requirements as State licensing requirements. Of the states surrounding
Pennsylvania, Delaware has expressly adopted the Federal requirements at 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B
(relating to requirements for long-term care facilities). 16 Del. Admin. Code § 3201-1.21. New York
has not expressly adopted the Federal requirements but has a general provision in its regulations
requiring that long-term care facilities comply with all pertinent Federal regulations. N.Y. Comp. Codes
R. & Regs. tit. 10 § 415.1(4). Ohio, New Jersey, Vest Virginia and Virginia have not expressly adopted
the Federal requirements.
(13) WiLl the regulation affect any other regulations of the promulgating agency or other state agencies?
If yes, explain and provide specific citations.
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This linal-form rulemaking will not affect the regulations of any other slate agency. As provided above,
the Department is currently updating the various regulatory chaptcrs relating to long-term care facilities.
This final-form rulemaking is the first of four rulemaking packages that amend the 6 chapters of Subpart
C (relating to long-term care facilities) of28 Pa. Code Part IV.
This final-form rulemaking amends the general applicability provisions and the definitions section. The
other three nursing facility regulatory packages are as follows:
Rulemaking 2
Rulemaking 3

—

—

General Operation and Phi’sical Requirements
:Ippheatwns for Ownership,

Management

and Changes of Ownership; Health and

Safety

Rulemaking 4 Qiralificatio,is, Training, Job Ditties. Recordkeeping, Program Standards,
Rights and Sen’ices
—

(lilt!

Resident

(14) Describe the communications with and solicitation of input from the public, any advisory
council/group, small businesses and groups representing small businesses in the development and
drafting of the regulation. List the specific persons and/or groups who were involved. (“Small
business” is defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012.)
The Department’s outreach has included various representatives from industry stakeholders and
consumer advocacy groups, including small businesses and those groups representing them. As analyzed
in further detail below, at least 91% of nursing facilities in the Commonwealth meet the definition of a
small business due to $30 million or less in annual receipts.
The Department began the process of updating the current long-term care nursing facilities regulations
in late 2017. The Department sought review, assistance and advice from members of a long-term care
work group (LTC Work Group) consisting of relevant stakeholders. The members of the LTC Work
Group were drawn from a diverse background and included representatives from urban and rural longterm care facilities and various stakeholder organizations and consumer groups that work in the area of
resident care and delivery of services. The LTC Work Group members consisted of representatives
from the following organizations: American Institute of Financial Gerontology; Baker Tilly Virchow
Krause. LLP; Berks Heim and Rehabilitation; Fulton County Medical Center; Garden Spot Community;
I-ICR ManorCare; Inglis House; Landis Communities; Leading Age; Legg Consulting Services; LIFE
Pittsburgh; Luzeme County Community College; The Meadows at Blue Ridge; Mennonite Home,
Lutheran Senior Life Passavant Community; PA Coalition of Affiliated Heahhcare and Living
Communities; Pennsylvania Home Care Association: University of Pittsburgh; and Valley Vicw
Nursing Home.
The members of the LTC Work Group met regularly during 2018 with the LTC Work Group’s primary
focus being the simplification and modernization of the existing long-term care regulations. After these
discussions were complete, the Department reviewed the recommendations of the LTC Work Group and
consulted with other potentially impacted agencies in 2019 and 2020. In 2020, 2021 and 2022, the
Department continued its efforts to draft amendments to the long-term care nursing facility regulations
5

while also handling the day-to-day challenges of protecting the residents of those facilities, who were
being lilt the hardest by the COVID-l9 pandemic.
In 2019 and 2020, the Department consulted with the Department of Aging, Department of Human
Services (DHS) and Departnwnt of Military and Veterans Affairs (DMVA), who also participated in the
above LTC Work Group discussions. The Department presented the proposed regulations to the Health
Policy Board on October 29, 2020
In addition to considering comments on the four proposed regulatory packages during and outside of the
four public comment periods, the Department also met with stakeholders on three occasions following
the receipt of public and IRRC comments to discuss their concerns and to gain additional insight into
comments that were received.
The first of these meetings occurred on December 15, 2021. Representatives from AARP, Alzheimer’s
Association Delaware Valley and Greater Pennsylvania Chapters, Center for Advocacy for the Rights
& Interests of the Elderly (CARIE). Community Legal Services, LeadingAge, Pennsylvania Health Care
Association (PHCA). Pennsylvania Coalition of Affiliated Hcalthcare & Living Communities
(PACAR). and SEIU Healthcare Pennsylvania attended that meeting.
—

The second meeting, for proposed Rulemaking 3, occurred on June 8, 2022. Representatives from
AARP. Alzheimer’s Association, CAME, Community Legal Services, LeadingAge, PHCA,
Pennsylvania Health Law Project (PHLP), and SEIU attended that meeting. The Department explicitly
• stressed to stakeholders during this June 8. 2022, meeting that it would be considering comments on all
• proposed rulemnkings, and that it would welcome any additional comments or feedback that
stakeholdcrs might have after the meeting regarding proposed amendments to the regulations. The
Department also indicated in a press release on June 3, 2022, that it would be considering comments on
all four proposed mlemakings before submitting final-form regulations.
The Department held a third stakeholder meeting in August 2022 after the public and IRRC comment
periods ended for proposed Rulemaking 4. The Department presented the final-font regulations to the
Health Policy Board on August 10, 2022, and met with stakeholders one last time on August 17, 2022,
to present the final-font regulations for final discussion and feedback At this meeting, the Department
presented stakeholders with an overview of the amendments that were made from proposed to final-font
in response to their comments, on all four mlemakings, and provided them with an opportunity to
comment and provide feedback on the final-form regulations. Present at that meeting were
representatives from the Alzheimer’s Association, CARIE. Community Legal Services. County
Commissioners Association (CCAP). Disability Rights, LeadingAgc, PECA, PHFC. and SEIU.
In addition to this public outreach, the Senate Health and Human Services and Aging and Youth
Committees held a joint legislative hearing regarding proposed Rulemaking I on September 15, 2021.
The Department participated in the hearing and provided testimony and a commitment to continue
working with stakeholders to address workforce challenges in the long-term care industry. The
Department maintains this commitment and will continue to engage with stakeholders to provide
guidance and technical assistance as the regulations are implemented and commits to continued
engagement with stakcholdcrs and other agencies to support ongoing workforcc development in the
long-term care industry.

(15) Identify the types and number of persons, businesses, small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 20U) and organizations which will be affected by the regulation.
How are they affected’?
6

Long— Tern, Care Nursing Facilities
The final-fonn rulernaLing will affect the 682 long-term care nursing facilities licensed by the
Department since these facilities will have to comply with the rulemaking. These facilities provide
health services to approximately 72,000 residents. This total includes 19 county-owned and operated
facilities, 6 veterans’ homes that are operated by the Department of Military and Veterans Affairs. 654
privately-owned facilities that participate in the Medicare and/or MA Programs, and three private-pay
facilities that do not participate in either Medicare or MA.
The 19 county-owned long-term care nursing facilities licensed by the Department account for
approximately 7.5% (6,524 beds) of licensed nursing facility beds across the Commonwealth.
Allegheny County owns four of the nursing homes; the remaining homes are in the following 15
counties: Berks, Bradford, Bucks, Chester. Clinton, Crawford, Delaware. Erie. Indiana, Lehigh, Monroe,
Northampton, Philadelphia. Warren and Westmoreland
All 19 county-owned long-tenn care nursing facilities participate in the Medicare or MA program and
thus, are already required to comply with the Federal health and safety standards. Similarly, the 654
privately-owned facilities that participate in the Medicare or MA Programs are already required to
comply with the incorporated Federal health and safety standards.
The three private-pay facilities have a combined capacity of 102 licensed beds of the approximate
72,000 residents. Further, these facilities had a reported, combined census reported of 79 residents for
the Department’s 2020-2021 annual report. Department of Health. (2021). Nursing l-lome Reports.
Retrieved from:
home-reports.aspx. These facilities are presently required to comply with the Federal requirements, as
they existed on October I, 1998, except for specified provisions relating to resident rights, admission,
transfer and discharge, resident assessment, nursing, physician and dental services, physical
environment and administration.
The existing regulations of the Department already incorporate many of the Federal health and safety
requirements. Further, the incorporation of additional requirements impacts only those long-term care
nursing facilities that do not participate in Medicare or MA. There are currently 3 private-pay long-term
care nursing facilities that do not participate in either Medicare or MA. Based on comments received,
the Department is exempting these private-pay facilities from complying with 42 CFR 483.1 (relating to
basis and scope) and the data transmission and Minimum Data Set (MDS) reporting requirements.
The regulated community will benefit from the efficiency of the consistent adoption and application of
the Federal requirements for health and safety’ at 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B (relating to requirements
for long-term care facilities).
Small Business Analysis
Under section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, 71 P.S. § 745.3, a small business is “defined in
accordance with the size standards described by the United States Small Business Administration’s
Small Business Size Regulations under 13 CFR Ch. I Part 121 (relating to Small Business Size
Regulations) or its successor regulation.” Under 13 CFR 121.101 (reLating to what are SBA size
standards), the Small Business Administration’s (SBA) “size standards determine whether a business
entity is small.” Size standards are developed under the North America Industry Classification System
(NAICS). The Department applied the NAICS standards to determine how many long-term care nursing
facilities, licensed by the Department, are small businesses. Based on these federal standards, the
7

Department determined that a long-term care nursing facility is a small business if it has S30 million or
less in annual receipts.

Based on the analysis of the latest long-term care nursing facility cost reports from the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). the Department determined that 623 facilities that participate in
Medicare and/or MA have S30 million or less in annual receipts. In making this detennination, the
Department applied current Federal Standards of Accounting to this data to determine each facility’s
annual rcceipts. The latest cost report data from CMS is 2018. Data.CMS.gov. Skilled Nursing Facility
Cost Report. Retrieved from https://daja.cms.ov/prnvider_comliance/cost_reportiskillcd_nursim_
Ihcilitv—cost—report/data. Although the data from CMS is from 2018, the Department expects a
consistent number of facilities to meet the definition ofa small business.
The Department also asked stakeholders during the meetings held in 2021 and 2022 for assistance in
determining the impact to small businesses. The stakeholders were not able to provide the Department
with specific information regarding how the Department’s proposed regulations would impact small
businesses. 1-lowever, during the stakeholder meeting for Rulemakings I and 2, a stakeholder suggested
that the Department search GuideStar, which provides financial information regarding nonprofit entities,
to determine whether the three private-pay facilities are small businesses. The Department searched the
GuideStar website at littps:/iwww.guidestar.org/ for the three private—pay facilities that are licensed by
the Department. Based on this data, one of the private-pay facilities, Friends Home in Kennett/Lindcn
Hall, meets the definition of a small business under NAICS standards. Another private-pay facility,
Foulkeways at Gwynedd does not meet the definition of a small business under NAICS standards
because its gross receipts exceed 530 million. Data for the third private-pay facility, Dallastown Nursing
Center, is not available on GuideStar, but for the purposes of this analysis, the Department assumes that
Dallastown, similar to other nursing facilities., is a small business.
In sum, at least 91% of nursing facilities meet the definition ofa small business. Consistent with the
HCFA and function of licensure, the purpose of these regulatory amendments is to ensure the health,
safety, and welfare of all residents of long-tcmi care nursing facilities in this Commonwealth by
providing the minimum health and safety standards. Given that most nursing facilities are a small
business and the need for surveying for the health and safety of residents, the Department did not
establish differing criteria for nursing facilities that are small businesses compared to the minority of
facilities that are not small businesses. Further, in determining the minimum health and safety
requirements, the Department considered the myriad of received comments, feedback from meetings and
stakeholder groups and attempted to balance the interests between consumers and the stakeholder
industry. The Department’s responsibility to ensure that residents receive safe, quality care applies to all
residents of long-tenn care nursing facilities in this Commonwealth, and it is critical that all residents of
long-term care nursing facilities receive the same level of high-quality care, regardless of whether the
facility they reside in is a small business.
Residents of Long— Terni Care Nursing Facilities
More than 72.000 residents in the 682 licensed long-term care nursing facilities will benefit from the
adoption of the Federal requirements because the same standards will now be applied to all long-term
care nursing facilities, regardless of whether those facilities participate in the Medicare or MA
Programs.
Department
The Department licenses long-term care nursing facilities. The Department’s surveyors perform the
function of surveying and inspecting long-term care nursing facilities for compliance with both Federal
8

and State regulations. The Department does not expect there to be an increase in costs associated with
its responsibility to license and survey long-term care nursing facilities as a result of this rulemaking. It
is anticipated that the adoption of the Federal requirements will create consistency in the licensing and
survey process for long-term care nursing facilities because the same standards will now apply to all
long—term care nursing facilities in the Commonwealth. This will result in a more streamlined licensing
and inspection process for both the Department and long-term care nursing facilities operating in the
Commonwealth.
Departm en! of Human SL’rI’iLCS

Although the provisions of this final—font rulemaking, which relate to incorporation of federal health
and safety standards and the updating of definitions. will not have a cost impact to the Department of
Human Services, a substantial increase in funding for nursing facilities, including new nursing facility
funding and increased MA payments beginning January 2023, was enacted under Act 2022-54 and
appropriated under the General Appropriations Act of 2022 (Act 2022-IA).
Department of Military and Veterans Affairs
This final-font rulemaking will not have a cost impact to Department of Military and Veterans Affairs
since its facilities already participate in the Medicare and MA Programs.

(16) List the persons, groups or entities, including small businesses, that will be required to comply with
the regulation. Approximate the number that will be required to comply.
All 682 licensed long-term care nursing facilities in the Commonwealth will be required to comply with
the health and safety standards of this final-font rulemaking. At least 91% of nursing facilities meet the
definition of a small business. These facilities provide care to approximately 72,000 residents.
As provided above, pursuant to section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. 745.3), the
Department applied the NAICS standards to determine how many long-term care nursing facilities
licensed by the Department are small businesses. Based on the latest cost report from CMS, the
Department determined that 623 facilities that participate in the Medicare and/or MA Programs meet the
definition of small business since they have $30 million or less in annual receipts. The latest cost report
data from CMS is available at htEps://data.cits.ov/provider-conipliance/cost-report/skilled-nursin
facility-cost-report/data.
Based on GuideStar, which provides financial information regarding nonprofit entities, one of the
private-pay facilities, Friends Home in Kennett/Linden Hall meets the definition of a small business
under NAICS standards. Another private-pay facility, Foulkeways at Gwynedd does not meet the
definition of a small business under NAICS standards because its gross receipts exceed S30 million.
Data for the third private-pay facility, Dallastown Nursing Center, is not available on GuideStar. but for
the purposes of this analysis, the Department assumes that Dallastown, similar to other nursing facilities.
is a small business. https::/www.uuidestar.oru:
(17) Identift’ the financial, economic and social impact of the regulation on individuals, small
businesses, businesses and labor communities and other public and private organizations. Evaluate the
benefits expected as a result of the regulation.
Long-Tern, care Nursing Facilities
9

This final-form rulemaking applies to all 682 licensed long-term care nursing facilities in the
Commonwealth. At least 91% of nursing facilities meet the definition ofa small business. These
facilities providc health services to approximately 72,000 residents. The existing regulations of thc
Department already incorporate many of the Federal requirements and the expansion to incorporate the
remaining Federal requirements at 42 CFR Pan 483, Subpart B (relating to requirements for long-term
care facilities) will impact the 3 long—term care nursing facilities that do not participate in either the
Medicare or MA Program. However, based on comments received, the Department is exempting
facilities from complying with 42 CFR 483.1 (relating to basis and scope) and the data transmission and
Minimum Data Set (MDS) reporting requirements, unless the facility participates in the Medicare or
MA Programs.
Assuming that the three private-pay facilities have not updated any of their practices and procedures
since 1998, it is anticipated that the maximum cost to each facility to incorporate current federal health
and safety standards would be approximately $67,862. This maximum estimate, adjusted for inflation,
is based on the cost analysis from the Federal Department of Health and Human Services when it
promulgated its comprehensive updates at 81 FR 68688 (October 4, 2016). A break-down of these
potential costs, adjusted for inflation through the U.S. Bureau ol Labor Statistics CPI Inflation
Calculator, are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resident Rights (42 CFR * 483.10)
Admission. Discharge, and Transfer Rights (42 CFR § 483.15)
Comprehensive Resident Centered Care Planning (42 CFR § 483.21)
Nursing Services (42 CFR § 183.35)
Food and Nutrition Services (42 CFR § 483.60)
Quality Assurance and Performance Improvement (42 CFR § 483.75)
Infection Control (42 CFR § 483.80)
Compliance and Ethics Program (42 CFR § 483.85)
Training (42 CER § 483,95)

Total

$13,020
S230
$6,760
5304
$145
53,926
523,318
S 19,262
$897
$67,862

However, based on the Department’s experience with facilities’ compliance with existing
regulatory requirements, these facilities already comply with various provisions, such as infection
prevention and control measures, emergency preparedness and planning, food service safety, and
homelike environment requirements. Therefore, it is unlikely that the facilities would reach the
maximum estimated costs. Further, in response to comments related to the grievance officer, it is not
expected that a facility hire a new individual to perform this function, but instead that a facility have a
person to serve this function, consistent with the needs of the facility. In addition, it is likely that most
facilities already have a process to address complaints.
In addition, a facility may apply for an exception to the requirements of Subpart C (relating to
long-term care facilities) under § 51.3 1—51.34 (relating to exceptions). This includes the ability to
apply for an exception to the incorporation ofa specific Federal requirement. Specifically, all facilities,
including private-pay facilities, may request an exception under the process identified in 28 Pa. Code
§ 51.31—51.34. To assist the Department in rendering decisions on requests for exceptions, a facility
requesting such an exception is required to identi’ the specific Federal requirements to which it is
seeking an exception, rather than broadly requesting an exception to all the Federal requirements.
Requiring aLL long-term care nursing facilities to comply with the minimum Federal health and
safety standards for long-term care facilities will increase health and safety standards, improve the
survey process, create consistency and eliminate any confusion in the application of standards to longl0

term care nursing facilities. wiich will benefit all long—term care nursing facilities. Although there is
anticipated to be a fiscal impact regarding incorporation olcerlain federal standards for the three
facilities that do not participate in Medicare or MA Programs, the cost of these health and safety
standards is outweighed by the health and safety benefits for nursing facility residents. The benefit of
this final-form rulemaking is consistent standards for licensure to ensure the health, safety, and welfare
of all residents of long-term care nursing facilities in this Commonwealth.
Department of Hzmtan

Services

Although the provisions of this final—form rulemaking, which relate to incorporation of federal
health and safety standards and the updating of definitions, will not have a cost impact to the
Department of Human Services, a substantial increase in thnding for nursing facilities, including new
nursing facility funding and increased MA payments beginning January 2023, were enacted under Act
2022-54 and appropriated under the General Appropriations Act of 2022 (Act 2022-IA
Departinent of Militan’ and I dennis Al/hits

This final-form rulemaking will not have a cost impact to Department of Military and Veterans
Affairs since its facilities already participate in the Medicare and MA Programs.

(IS) Explain how the benefits of the regulation outweigh any cost and adverse effects.

Although there is anticipated to be a fiscal impact regarding incorporation of certain federal
standards for the three facilities that do not participate in Medicare or MA Programs, the cost of these
health and safety standards is outweighed by the health and safety benefits for nursing facility residents.
The benefit of this final-form rulemaking is consistent standards for licensure to ensure the health,
safety, and welfare of all residents of long-term care nursing facilities in this Commonwealth.

(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the regulated community associated with
compliance, including any legal. accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.
The existing regulations of the Department already incorporate many of the Federal health and
safety requirements. Further, the incorporation of additional requirements impacts only those long-term
care nursing facilities that do not participate in Medicare or MA. There are currently 3 private-pay longterm care nursing facilities that do not participate in either Medicare or MA. However, based on
comments received, the Department is exempting these private-pay facilities from complying with 42
CFR 483.1 (relating to basis and scope) and the data transmission and Minimum Data Set (MDS)
reporting requirements.

ti

Assuming that the three private-pay facilities have not updated any of their practices and
procedures since 1998, it is anticipated that the maximum cost to each facility to incorporate current
federal health and safety standards would be approximately $68,349. This maximlLm estimate, adjusted
for inflation, is based on the cost analysis from the Federal Department of Health and Human Services
when it promulgated its comprehensive updates at 81 FR 68688 (October 4, 2016). A break-down of
these potential costs, adjusted for inflation through the U.S. Bureau ol’ Labor Statistics Cli Inflation
Calculator, are as follows:
•
•
a
a

•
•
•
•
a

Resident Rights, (42 CFR § 483.10)
Admission, Discharge, and Transfer Rights (42 CFR § 483.15)
Comprehensive Resident Centered Care Planning (42 CFR § 483.21)
Nursing Services (42 CFR § 483.35)
Food and Nutrition Services (42 CFR § 483,60)
Quality Assurance and Performance Improvement (42 CFR § 483.75)
Infection Control (42 CFR 483.80)
Compliance and Ethics Program (42 CFR § 483.85)
Training (42 CFR § 483.95)

Total

$13,020
$230
$6,760
$304
$145
$3,926
$23.31 8
$19,262
$897
$67,862

However, based on the Department’s experience with facilities’ compliance with existing
regulatory requirements, these facilities already comply with various provisions, such as infection
prevention and control measures, emergency preparedness and planning, food service safety, and
I homelike environment requirements. Therefore, it is unlikely that the facilities would reach the
maximum estimated costs. Further, in response to comments related to the grievance officer, it is not
expected that a facility hire a new individual to perform this function, but instead that a facility have a
person to serve this ftnction, consistent with the needs of the facility. In addition, it is likely that most
facilities already have a process to address complaints.
In addition, a facility may apply for an exception to the requirements of Subpart C (relating to
long-tent care facilities) under §* 51.31—51.34 (relating to exceptions). This includes the ability to
apply for an exception to the incorporation of a specific Federal requirement. Specifically. all facilities,
including private-pay facilities, may request an exception under the process identified in 28 Pa. Code
§ 51.31—51.34. To assist the Department in rendering decisions on requests for exceptions, a facility
requesting such an exception is required to identify the specific Federal requirements to which it is
seeking an exception, rather than broadly requesting an exception to all the Federal requirements.
As provided above, the cost of these health and satèty standards is outweighed by the health and
safety benefits for nursing facility residents. The benefit of this final-form rulemaking is consistent
standards for liccnsurc to ensure the health, safety, and welfare of all residents of long-term care nursing
facilities in this Commonwealth.
(20) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the local governments associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.
There are currently 19 county-owned long-tent care nursing facilities which account for
approximately 7.5 percent (6,524 beds) of long-term care nursing beds across the
Commonwealth. Allegheny County owns four of the nursing homes; the remaining homes are in the
following 15 counties: Berks, Bradford, Bucks, Chester, Clinton, Crawford, Delaware, Erie, Indiana,
Lehigh, Monroe, Northampton, Philadelphia, Warren, and Westmoreland.
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All of the county-owned long-term care nursing facilities participate in either the Medicare or MA
Programs and, thus, will not be impacted by the Department’s incorporation of the Federal health and
safety requirements.

(21) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the state government associated with the
implementation of the regulation. including any legal, accounting, or consulting procedures which may
be required. Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.
Department

The Department licenses long-term care nursing facilities. The Department’s surveyors perform the
function of surveying and inspecting long-term care nursing facilities for compliance with both Federal
and State regulations. The Department does not expect there to be any increase in costs associated with
its responsibility to license and survey long—term care nursing facilities under this final-form rulemaking.
Rather, the amendments, in particular the adoption of the Federal requirements, will create consistency
in the licensing and survey process for long-term care nursing facilities because the same standards will
now apply to all long-term care nursing facilities in the Commonwealth. This will result in a more
streamLined licensing and inspection process for both the Department and long-term care nursing
facilities operating in the Commonwealth.
Departnient ofHuma’z Services
Although the provisions of this final-form rulemaking, which relate to incorporation of federal
health and safety standards and the updating of definitions. will not have a cost impact to the
Department of Human Services, a substantial increase in ftinding for nursing facilities, including new
nursing facility funding and increased MA payments beginning January 2023, was enacted under Act
2022-54 and appropriated under the General Appropriations Act of 2022 (Act 2022-I A).
Department of Militan’

and Veterans Ajjanw

This final-form rulemaking will not have a cost impact to Department of Military and Veterans
Affairs since its facilities already participate in the Medicare and MA Programs.

(22) For each of the groups and entities identified in items (19)-(2l) above, submit a statement of legal,
accounting or consulting procedures and additional reporting, recordkeeping or other paperwork,
incktding copies of forms or reports, which will be required for implementation of the regulation and an
explanation of measures which have been taken to minimize these requirements.
The incorporation of Federal health and safety requirements impact only those long-term care nursing
facilities that do not participate in Medicare or MA. There are currently 3 private-pay long-term care
nursing facilities that do not participate in either Medicare or \A.As such, the final-form rulemaking
may require sonic additional paperwork for these facilities. However, there is no reasonable alternative
to the increased paperwork.

t3

Assuming that the three private-pay facilities have not updated any of their recordkeeping practices
and procedures since 1998, it is anticipated the T1OW paperwork requirements For the 3 private-pay
facilities may include the following:
•
•
•
•
I

•
•

Establishment of a grievance policy, receiving grievances, and providing written responses.
Resident signature on care plan.
Notification to residents of charges.
Notification of visitation rights.
Notice to residents of transfers or discharges. including updated notices of changes.
Discharge planning.
Quality assurance and performance improvement program and plan.

In addition, based on comments received, the Department is exempting facilities from complying with
42 CFR 483.1 (relating to basis and scope) and the data transmission and Minimum Data Set (MDS)
reporting requirements, unless the facility participates in Medicare or MA.

(22a) Are forms required for implementation of the regulation?
There are no new forms required for implementation of this final-form rulemaking.

(22b) If forms are required for implementation of the regulation, attach copies of the forms here. If
your agency uses electronic forms, provide links to each form or a detailed description of the
information required to be reported. Failure to attach forms, provide links, or provide a detailed
description of the information to be reported will constitute a faulty delivery of the regulation.
N/A

(23) In the table below, provide an estimate of the fiscal savings and costs associated with
implementation and compliance for the regulated community, local government, and state government
for the current year and five subsequent years.
Current
FY+I
FY+2
FY+3
FY+4
FY+5
Year
Fl’
Year
Year
Year
Year
2022-2023
2023-2024 2024-2025 2025-2026 2026-2027 2027-2028
SAVINGS:
S
S
$
S
$
S
Regulated Community

0

0

0

0

0

0

Local Government

0

0

0

0

0

0

State Government

0

0

0

0

0

0
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TotalSavings

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

COSTS:
Regulated Community
Facilities the participate
in Medicare or MA

—

0

203,586

213,765

224,454

235,676

247,460

3 Private Pay Facilities
Local Government

0

0

0

0

0

0

State Government

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Costs

0

203,586

213,765

224,454

235,676

247,460

Regulated Community

0

0

0

0

0

0

Local Government

0

0

0

0

0

0

State Government

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Revenue Losses

0

0

0

0

0

0

Regulated Community

—

REVENUE LOSSES:

(23a) Provide the past three-year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulation.

Program

FY -3
20 19-2020
22,513.000.

FY -2
2020-2021
23.093,000.

FY -I
2021-2022
24,393.000.

Current FY
2022-2023
25,349,000.

Long-Term

470,244,000

208.641,000

121,346,000

165,981,000

Community

2,326,939,000

3,165,550,000

4,251,550,000

5,061,602,000

80,108,213

80,386,733

77,671,425

DOH Quality

Assurance
MA

—

Care

MA

—

1-lealth Choices
DMVA (actual

82,903,586

expenditures)
(24) For any regulation that may have an adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulaton’ Review Act. Act 76 of 2012), provide an economic impact statement that includes the
following:
(a) An identification and estimate of the number of small businesses subject to the regulation.
This final-form rulemaking applies to all 682 licensed long-term care nursing facilities in the
Commonwealth. At least 91% of nursing facilities meet the definition of a small business. These
facilities provide health services to approximately 72.000 residents. This total includes 19
county-owned and operated facilities. 6 veterans’ homes that are operated by DMVA, 654
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privately-owned facilities that participate in Medicare and/or MA, and three private-pay facilities
that do not participate in either Medicare or MA.
Under section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, 71 P.S. § 745.3, a small business is “defined in
accordance with the size standards described by the United States Small Business
Administration’s Small Business Size Regulations under 13 CFR Ch. I Part 121 (relating to
Small Business Size Regulations) or its successor regulation.” Under 13 CFR 121.101 (relating
to what are SBA size standards), the Small Business Administration’s (SBA) “size standards
determine whether a business entity is small.” Size standards are developed under the North
America Industry Classification System (NAICS), The Department applied the NAICS
standards to determine how many long-term care nursing facilities, licensed by the Department,
are small businesses. Based on these federal standards, the Department determined that a longterm care nursing facility is a small business if it has $30 million or less in annual receipts.
Based on the analysis of the latest long-term care nursing facility cost reports from the Centers
for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), the Department determined that 623 facilities that
participate in Medicare and/or MA have $30 million or less in annual receipts. In making this
determination, the Department applied current Federal Standards of Accounting to this data to
determine each facility’s annual receipts. The latest cost report data from CMS is 2018.
Data.CMS.gov. Skilled Nursing Facility Cost Report. Retrieved from
Although the data from CMS is from 2018, the Department expects a consistent number of
facilities to meet the definition of a small business.
The Department also asked stakeholders during the meetings held in 202 1 and 2022 for
assistance in determining the impact to small businesses. The stakeholders were not able to
provide the Department with specific information regarding how the Department’s proposed
regulations would impact small businesses. However, during the stak-eholder meeting for
Rulemakings I and 2, a stakeholder suggested that the Department search GuideStar, which
provides financial information regarding nonprofit entities, to determine whether the three
private-pay facilities are small businesses. The Department searched the GuideStar website at
htlps://www.gtiidestar.org/ for the three private-pay facilities that are licensed by the
Department.
Based on this data, one of the private-pay facilities, Friends Home in Kennett/Linden Hall meets
the definition of a small business under NAICS standards. Another private-pay facility,
Foulkeways at Gwyncdd does not meet the definition of a small business under NAICS standards
because its gross receipts exceed $30 million. Data for the third private-pay facility, Dallastown
Nursing Center. is not available on GuideStar, but for the purposes of this analysis. the
Department assumes that Dallastown, similar to other nursing facilities, is a small business.
As provided above, at least 91% of nursing facilities meet the definition of a small business.
Consistent with the HCFA and function of liccnsure, the purpose of thesc regulatory’
amendments is to ensure the health, safety, and welfare of all residents of long-term care nursing
facilities in this Commonwealth by providing the minimum health and safety’ standards. Given
that most Facilities are a small business and the need for sun-eying for the health and safety of
residents, the Department did not establish differing criteria for nursing facilities that are small
business compared to the minority of facilities that are not small businesses. Further, in
determining the minimum health and safety requirements, the department considered the myriad
16

of received comments, feedback from meetings and stakeholder groups and attempted to balance
the interests between consumers and the stakeholder industry. The Department’s responsibility
to cnsure that residents receive safe, quality care applies to all residents of long-term care nursing
facilities in this Commonwealth. and it is critical that all residents of long-term care nursing
facilities receive the same level of high-quality care, regardless of whether the facility they reside
in is a small business under NAICS standards.
(b) The projected reporting, recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for compliance
with the proposed regulation, including the type of professional skills necessary for preparation
of the report or record.
The incorporation of Federal health and safety requirements impact only those long-term care
nursing facilities that do not participate in Medicare or MA. Assuming that the three private-pay
facilities have not updated any of their recordkeeping practices and procedures since 1998, it is
anticipated the new paperwork requirements for the 3 private-pay facilities include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishment of a grievance policy, receiving grievances, and providing written responses under
42 CFR 483.10 (relating to resident rights).
Resident signature on care plan under 42 CFR 483.10.
Notification to residents of charges under 42 CFR 483.10.
Notice to residents of transfers or discharges. including updated notices of changes under 42
CFR 483.15 (relating to admission, transfer and discharge rights).
Discharge planning under 42 CFR 483.15.
Quality assurance and performance improvement program and plan under 42 CFR 483.75
(relating to quality assurance and performance improvement).

(c) A statement of probable effect on impacted small businesses.
See Question 15. Small businesses will be affected by these regulations in the same manner as oilier
facilities that are not small businesses. Further, the Department anticipates that only two of the three
private-pay facilities meets the definition ofa small business, with gross receipts under $30 million.
(d) A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of
the proposed regulation.
See answer to Question 26. The Department did not identify any less costly alternative that would be
consistent with public health and safety. However, based on comments received, the Department is
exempting private pay facilities from complying with 42 CFR 483.1 (relating to basis and scope) and the
data transmission and Minimum Data Set (MDS) reporting requirements. In addition, in response to
public comments, the effective date of this rulemaking is now July 1, 2023, which will allow the private
pay facilities more time to prepare to comply with the new requirements.
(25) List any special provisions which have been developed to meet the particular needs of affected
groups or persons including, but not limited to, minorities, the elderly, small businesses, and farmers.
No special provisions have been developed as this final-form rulemaking applies to long-term care
nursing facilities. Specifically, the regulations apply to all 682 long-term care nursing facilities in the
Commonwealth, which serve approximately 72,000 nursing facility residents.
(26) Include a description of any alternative regulatory provisions which have been considered and
rejected and a statement that the least burdensome acceptable alternative has been selected.
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Based on comments received, the Department is exempting private pay facilities from complying with
42 CFR 483.1 (relating to basis and scope) and the data transmission and Minimum Data Set (MDS)
reporting requirements.
(27) In conducting a regulatory flexibility analysis, explain whether regulatory’ methods were considered
that will minimize any adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory
Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), including:
a) The establishment of less stringent compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses;
b) The establishment of less stringent schedules or deadlines for compliance or reporting
requirements for small businesses;
c) The consolidation or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements for small
businesses;
d) The establishment of performance standards for small businesses to replace design or
operational standards required in the regulation: and
e) The exemption of small businesses from all or any part of the requirements contained in the
regulation.
(a) As provided above, the purpose of these amendments is to ensure the health, safety, and welfare of
all residents of long—term care nursing facilities in this Commonwealth. Further, at least 91% of nursing
facilities meet the definition ofa small business with gross receipts under 530 million. Given the need
for minimum health and safety requirements, coupled with the ovcnvhelming majority of facilities
meeting the definition ofa small business, the Department did not establish less stringent compliance or
reporting requirements. Further, with the exception of three facilities, the remainder of the facilities are
presently required to comply with the Federal requirements. 1-lowever, based on comments received, the
Department is exempting facilities from complying with 42 CER 483.1 (relating to basis and scope) and
the data transmission and Minimum Data Set (MDS) reporting requiremcnts, unless the facility
participates in Medicare or MA.
(b) This final-form rulemaking does not have any less stringent or alternative schedules or deadlines for
small businesses, which as defined, include at least 91% of nursing facilities.
(c) This final-form rulemaking does not have any consolidated or altcmativc reporting requirements for
small business, which as defined, include at least 91% of nursing facilities. However, based on
comments received, the Department is exempting the three private pay facilities from complying with
the data transmission and Minimum Data Set (MDS) reporting requirements.
(d) This final—form rulemaking does not have alternative design or operational standards for small
businesses, which as defined, include at least 91% of nursing facilities.
(e) This final-form rulemaking does not have specific exemptions for small businesses since, as defined,
this includes as least 91% of nursing facilities.
(28) If data is the basis for this regulation, please provide a description of the data, explain in detail how
the data was obtained, and how it meets the acceptability standard for empirical, replicable and testable
data that is supported by documentation, statistics, reports, studies or research. Please submit data or
supporting materials with the regulatory package. If the material exceeds 50 pages, please provide it in
a searchable electronic format or provide a list of citations and internet links that, where possible, can be
accessed in a searchable format in lieu of the actual material. If other data was considered but not used,
please explain why that data was determined not to be acceptable.
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The Department relied

on

data obtained from the following sources:

Penn State Harrisburg. Pennsylvania State Data Center. (July 2018). Population Characteristics and
Change: 2010 to 2017 (Research BrieQ. hups://pasdc.hhg.psu.edudata/rcsearch-bricR’pa-population
estimates (report compiled based on US census data).
Penn State Harrisburg, Pennsylvania State Data Center. (June 2022). Population in Pennsylvania’s
Population by Age. (Research Brief). Retrieved from
https://pasdc.hh.swedu/sdc!pasdc flles/researchbriefs/June 2022.ndf.

Administration for Community Living. (Februaiy 2020). How Much Care Will You Need? Retrieved
from hays: acl.uovlLc;basic—iiecds how—much—care—wi I l—vou—iieed.
Demographic Trends of COVID-19 Cases and Deaths in the US Reported to CDC. Retrieved from
!flJps: ;covid.ccIcuov.covicl—dau—trackerdemoeraphics.
The COVID Tracking Project. (March 2021), Long-TenwCare COVID Tracker. Retrieved from
https:/ !covidl i’ackin u.coi /nursinu—homes—lonu—tcrm—care—fiic hities.
Kaiser Family Foundation. Nzuwing Facilities, Sta/jing, Re.cidents and Facility DefIciencies: 2009
through 2016. (2018). https://www.kfEonz/medicaid/report/nursin—facihiites-stafflng—residents-and—
ihcilitv-ddflcicncies-2009-throtigh-20l6 (last visited: November 25, 2020) (study of long-term care
facilities conducted in 2018).
AARP Nursing Home COVID-19 Dashboard Fact Sheets. Retrieved from
htlps://www.aai’jioru/ppi/issues/careuivintz!i n fo—2020!nu rsin iz—lioine—eovid—states.lit ui.
The Adverse Effects of the COVID-l9 Pandemic on Nursing Home Resident Well-Being.” Journal of
the American Medical Directors A.swociation, 22(5), 948-954.e2. Retrieved from
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.eov/pmc/articIes/PMC79O 137!.
“Front-line Nursing Home Staff Experiences During the COVID-l9 Pandemic.” Journal of the
American Medical Directors Association. 22(1), 199-203. Retrieved from
https:// \ ww. iicN .111 .i1i h. ciw pnie’ articles PN 1C76X505 5
Department of Health. (2021). Nursing Home Repors. Retrieved from:

home-reports. aspx.
State Policies Related to Nursing Facility Staffinz. Retrieved from:
https:/Avww.niaejlac.uov/publication!state—pohicies—related—to—nursin2—facilitv—slafflng/
Gross Receipt Infontation -GuideStar \k’ebsite https:Pwww.auidestar.orgi
(29) Include a schedule for review of the regulation including:
-

A. The length of the public comment period:
30 days after notice or publication in the Pennsi’lvania Bulletin

B. The date or dates on which any public meetings or hearings will be held:
19

•

The proposed regulations were presented to die Health Policy Board on October 29, 2020.

•

On September 15, 2021, a public hearing was held before the Senate Aging & Youth Committee
and the Senate Health & Human Services Committee, during which advocates provided feedback
on proposed rulemaking I.

•

The Department held meetings on December 15, 2021, June 8,2022, and August 3,2022. The
Department invited stakeholders and commentators to these meetings to discuss their comments
on the proposed regulations.

•

The final-form regulations were presented to the Health Policy Board on August 10, 2022.

•

The Department held a meeting on August 17, 2022. At this meeting, the Department presented
stakeholders with an oven’iew of the amendments that were made from proposed to final-font in
response to their comments, on all four rulemakings. and provided them with an additional
opportunity to comment and provide feedback on the final-font regulations.

C. The expected date of delivery of the final-form regulation:
D. The expected effective date of the final-font regulation:

September 2022
July 1.2023

E. The expected date by which compliance with the final-font regulation will be required:
July 1,2023

F. The expected date by which required permits. licenses or other approvals must be obtained:
Long-term care nursing facilities are already required to be licensed in the Commonwealth. This finalform rulemaking will not alter that requirement and all statutory timeframes for licensure will remain in
effect.

(30) Describe the plan developed for evaluating the continuing effectiveness of the regulations after its
i mpl ementati on.
The Department regularly reviews the validity and efficacy of its regulations and will continue to do so
in the fiflure and as needs arise. In addition, the Department will be providing technical assistance and
outreach to the regulated community to assist with implementation of this final-font regulation.
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NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
TITLE 28. HEALTH AND SAFETY
PART IV. HEALTH FACILITIES
SUBPART C. LONG-TERM CARE FACILITIES
28 PA. CODE

§

201.1—201.3

RULEMAKING 1— GENERAL APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

Long-Term Care Nursing Facilities
Final-Form Rulemaking I: 10-221

The Department of Health (Department), after consultation with the Health Policy Board,
amends 28 Pa. Code § 20 1.1—201.3, to read as set forth in Annex A. This is the first of four
final-form rulemaking packages for long-term care nursing facilities being promulgated by the
Department.
The contents for the four final-form rulemaking packages are as follows:
Rulemaking I

—

General Applicability and Definitions

§ 201.1. Applicability.
§ 201.2. Requirements.
§ 201.3. Definitions.
Rulemaking 2

—

General Operation and Phi’sical Requirements

§ 201.23. Closure of facility.
Chapter 203. Application of Life Safety Code for Long-Tenu Care Nursing Facilities. (Reserved
on final-form).
Chapter 204. Physical Environment and Equipment Standards for Construction, Alteration or
Renovation of Long-Term Care Nursing Facilities After July 1, 2023.
Chapter 205. Physical Environment and Equipment Standards for Long-Term Care Nursing
Facilities Construction, Alteration or Renovation Approved before July 1,2023.

§ 207.4. Ice containers and storage. (Reserved on final-form).
Rulemaking 3
and Safety

—

Applications/br Ownership, Manage;nent aiicl Changes of Ounei:ship; Health

§ 201.12. Application for license ofa new facility or change in ownership.
§ 201.12a. Notice and opportunity to comment (New Section on final-form)
§ 201.1 2b. Evaluation of application for license of a new facility or change in ownership.
(Section renumbered on final-form)
§ 201.13. Issuance of license for a new facility or change in ownership.
§ 201.13a. Regular license. (New Section on final-form)
§ 201.13b. Provisional license. (New Section on final-form)
§ 20l.13c. License renewal. (Section renumbered on final-form)
§ 201.14. Responsibility of licensee.
§ 201.15. Restrictions on license.
§ 201.15a. Enforcement. (New Scction on final-form)
§ 20l.15b. Appeals. (New Section on final-form)
§ 201.17. Location.

Long-Tcnn Care Nursing Facilities
Final-Form Rulemaking I: 10-221

§ 201.22. Prevention, control and surveillance of tuberculosis (TB).
§ 209.1. Fire department service. (Reserved on final-form).
§ 209.7. Disaster preparedness. (Reserved on final-form).
§ 209.8. Fire drills. (Reserved on final-font).
§ 211.1. Reportable diseases.
Rulemaking 4 Qualifications, Training, Job Ditties, Recordkeeping, Program Standards, and
Reside,,! Rights and Services
—

§ 201.18. Management.
§ 201.19. Personnel records.
§ 201.20. Staff development.
§ 201.21. Use of outside resources.
§ 201.24. Admission policy.
§ 201.25. Discharge policy. (Reserved on final-form).
§ 201.26. Resident representative.
§ 201.29. Resident rights.
§ 201.30. Access requirements. (Reserved on final-form).
§ 201.31. Transfer agreement.
§ 207.2. Administrator’s responsibility. (Reserved on final-form).
§ 209.3. Smoking.
§ 211.2. Medical director.
§ 211.3. Verbal and telephone orders.
§ 211.4. Procedure in event of death.
§ 211.5. Medical records.
§ 211.6. Dietary services.
§ 211.7. Physician assistants and certified registered nurse practitioners.
§ 211.8. Use of restraints.
§ 211.9. Pharmacy services.
§ 211.10. Resident care policies.
§ 211.11. Resident care plan. (Reserved on final-form).
§ 211.12. Nursing services.
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Long-Term Care Nursing Facilities
Final-Form Rulemaking I: 10-221

§ 211.15. Dental services.
211.16. Social services.

§ 211.17. Pet therapy.
Comments on Ahihiple Packages: Stakeholder Engageneiir
The Department received comments during the public comment periods of all four
proposed rulemaking packages expressing concern with the Department’s decision to divide the
long-term care nursing facility regulations into separate miernakings. As provided above, the
Department divided the regulatory packages as follows: Rulemaking 1 General Appilcabi Un’
and Definitions: Rulemaking 2— General Operation and Phiwical Requirements; Rulemaking 3
Applications/or Oitneiship, Alanagement and Changes of Otnership; Health and Safety: and
Rulemaking 4 Qualifications, Training. Job Duties. Recordkeeping, Program Standards, and
Resident Rights and Sen’ices.
—

—

—

Although the Department intended to provide succinct areas for review and comment,
commentators expressed some difficulty in reviewing sections of the regulations without the
context of the remaining regulatory chapters and concern that multiple regulatory packages may
lead to a lack of clarity and confusion for the regulated community and the public.
Commentators also requested that the Department consider comments on all four proposed
rulemaking packages outside of the 30-day comment period for each proposed package, or that
the Department withdraw or resubmit all four proposed rulemaking packages as one package
with an additional 30-day comment period. The Department also received comments regarding
concern related to recent engagement with stakeholders, given that the Long-term Care Work
Group last formally met in 2018 and was disbanded during the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.
In commenting on proposed Rulemaking I, the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission (IRRC) acknowledged the Department’s authority to promulgate regulations as it
deems appropriate. However, IRRC requested the Department to consider the regulatcd
community’s comments and the requests regarding the separate rulemakings. IRRC specifically
asked the Department to explain why its approach in dividing the amendments into multiple
packages was reasonable. IRRC also asked that the Department ensure that amendments be
consistent across the packages, and that the interrelation and any impacts between the packages
be clearly presented for the regulated community.
In commenting on proposed Rulemaking 2, IRRC again echoed concerns that separate
rulemakings have the potential consequence of inconsistencies and errors across the four
packages. IRRC inquired whether having multiple regulatory packages is in the public interest,
whether it protects the public health, safety, and welfare, and whether it is reasonable and lacks
ambiguity. IRRC asked whether it was in the public interest or reasonable to expect the regulated
community to hold multiple proposed regulations simultaneously in mind while reviewing a
proposed regulation. IRRC also asked the Department to: (I) identify in the final-form
preamble any provisions which assume approval of Rulemaking I as final-fonn; (2) crossreference these provisions to the relevant provisions in Rulemaking I; and (3) explain the impact
Rulemaking I is not approved before or at the same time as Rulemaking 2. IRRC
if
recommended that the Department deliver each of the four individual packages as final-form
regulations on the same day. in addition, IRRC, in its comment for proposed Rulemaking 3 and
3
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Rulemaking 4 expressed the same concerns as in the previous proposed mlemakings. but
additionally suggested that the Department consider issuing an Advance Notice of Final
Rulemaking (ANFR) to assist in reaching consensus.
Response
At the outset, the Depanment recognized that the changes to the long-term care nursing
facility regulations would be numerous and complex, whether presented in one giant package or
in multiple packages. A large, single package would have been unwieldy and would likely have
been presented around the date that the fourth regulatory package was completed and submitted
(May II, 2022). A later publication date would have resulted in less opportunity for comments.
less time For the commentators to study the material and deliberate, and less time for necessary
and valuable stakeholder engagement. Further, the regulated community’s input throughout this
process informed the administration and legislature’s investment in this year’s budget. As such.
the decision was made to continue with the changes in smaller, separate, more digestible
packages. As provided above, the Department initially decided to divide the proposed
amendments to the six regulatory chapters tinder Subpart C (relating to long-term care facilities)
into multiple packages to allow the public and interested parties a greater opportunity to
thoroughly examine and digest the distinct proposed regulatory amendments over a longer period
of time. In dividing these six chapters over four mlemakings, the public and interested parties
would be permitted to provide more detailed comments and allow the Department to focus more
closely on comments, provide a thoroughly considered response to questions and comments, and
tailor the remaining proposed packages based on additional public and stakeholder input.
Further, in response to these public comments, the Department has considered all public
comments and IRRC’s comments across all four proposed mlemakings before drafting the four
final-form wlemakings, In addition, based on comments received, the Department is submitting
all four final-form wlemakings to IRRC, the legislative standing committees and the public
commentators together on the same day. The drafting and submitting all four final-form
wlemakings together at the end of the last public comment periods allows interested parties and
the public to vet and comment on each package separately, as well as in relation to the other
packages. Throughout this process, the Department has continued to accept and review
comments and be available to meet with stakeholders. lfa commentator believed that a proposed
amendment in Rulemaking 4 did not align with a proposed amendment in Rulemaking I, the
commentator could submit a comment to that effect for consideration by the Department during
the public comment period for the proposed Rulemaking &
The Department did, in fact, take into consideration comments received on proposed
Rulemakings I and 2. when drafting proposed Rulemakings 3 and 4. This is as evidenced by the
proposal to expressly include text from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid (CMS), State
Operations Manual. Appendix PP into the text of the regulation. See e.g.. Proposed Rulemaking
4, Proposed § 201.29(o) (relating to residenCs rights). This inclusion of specific text was based
on comments received by commentators and IRRC in proposed Rulemaking 1. The Department
also consolidated the total number of proposed packages from five to four packages in response
to both public and IRRC comments received in proposed Rulemaking I.
In addition to considering comments on the four proposed packages during and outside of
the four public comment periods, the Department met with stakeholders on four occasions
4
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following the receipt of public comments to discuss their concerns and to gain additional insight
into comments that were received. The first of these meetings, for proposed Rulemakings I and
2, occurred on December 15, 2021. Representatives from AARP, Alzheimer’s Association
Delaware Valley and Greater Pennsylvania Chapters, Center for Advocacy for the Rights &
Interests of the Elderly (CARTE), Community Legal Services. LeadingAge. Pennsylvania I-Tealth
Care Association (PHCA), Pennsylvania Coalition of Affiliated Healthcare & Living
Communities (PACAH), and SEIU Healthcare Pennsylvania attended that meeting. The second
meeting, for proposed Rulemaking 3 occurred on June 8, 2022. Representatives from AARP,
Alzheimer’s Association, CARTE, Community Legal Services, LeadingAge, PHCA,
Pennsylvania Health Law Project (PHLP), and SEIU again attended that stakeholder meeting.
The Department explicitly stressed to stakeholders during this June 8, 2022, meeting that it
would be considering comments on all proposed rulemakings, and that it would welcome any
additional comments or feedback that stakeholders might have after the meeting regarding
proposed amendments to the various regulatory chapters. The Department also indicated in a
press release on proposed Rulemaking 4, issued on June 3, 2022, that it would be considering
comments on all four proposed rulemakings before submitting final-font regulations. The third
meeting with stakeholders, for proposed Rulemaking 4. occurred on August 3. 2022. Present at
that meeting were representatives from AARP, Alzheimer’s Association, CARIE, PHCA.
Pennsylvania l-lealth Funders Collaborative (PHFC). and SEIU. The Department held the fourth
meeting on August 17, 2022. At this meeting, the Department presented stakeholders with an
overview of the changes that were made fi-om proposed to final-font in response to their
comments. on all thur rulemakings, and provided them with an opportunity to comment and
provide feedback on the final-form regulations. Present at that meeting were representatives
from the Alzheimer’s Association, CARtE, Community Legal Services, County Commissioners
Association (CCAP), Disability Rights. LeadingAge, PHCA, PHFC, and SEIU.
—

After consideration of all comments received on the four proposed packages, the
Department firmly supports its decision in splitting the six long-term care nursing facility
chapters into multiple packages. While the Department appreciates the comments and
suggestion for one consolidated package, one is not needed at this stage due to the public, the
regulated community, and advocates full and continued opportunity to offer input on all the longtent care nursing facilities’ regulations, throughout the four separate public comment periods,
the first of which occurred over a year ago, as well as during the stakeholder meetings that
occurred from 2021 through August 2022. In addition, as mentioned previously, at the meeting
on August 17, 2022, the Department provided stakeholders an overview of the changes that were
adopted on all four rulemakings. to ensure that stakeholders hilly understand all amendments. At
that meeting, the Department also permitted stakeholders the opportunity to further comment on
the final-form amendments and incorporated this feedback into the final-form regulations.
Finally, as noted above, splitting the regulations into multiple, separate packages benefited the
public, regulated community, and advocates because it allowed the Department to incorporate
their feedback as it moved forward with the drafting of subsequent packages, which promoted
the public interest, health, safety, and welfare by improving the overall quality of the proposed
regulations.
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The Department has, in each of the four final-form preambles, discussed and responded
to all comments reccivcd on the contents of the four proposed rulemakings, regardless of when
the comment was received. The Department has added cross-references, as appropriate, where
comments received on one package relate to another package to further aid in the review of the
four packages together in their entirety. For example, in proposed Rulemaking I, the
Department received comments requesting that staff, other than nursing personnel, he considered
when determining whether a facility has met the minimum number of direct resident care hours
in § 21 1.12(i) (relating to nursing services). In response to this comment, the types of
individuals required for the minimum number of direct resident care hours was intentionally
addressed in proposed Rulemaking 4 and generated additional comments during that proposed
rulemaking’s public comment period. The Department has, therefore, indicated in § 211.12(i) of
the preamble for this final-font rulemaking that it received comments on this topic and
provided a cross-reference to the more in-depth discussion of this topic in the preamble for finalfont Rulemaking 4. Further, to provide additional clarity and readability, the Department
moved the proposed language relating to direct resident care hours from proposed Rulemaking I
to the final-font Rulemaking 4 Qiialificatio,zs, Training, Job Dirties, Reeordkeeping, Program
Standards, and Resicle,zt Rights and Services. Finally, the Department has noted where one
rulemaking assumes the approval of another rulemaking. Through this extended review and
public comment process, the Department has been transparent in its proposals and has responded
to these comments throughout each rulemaking.
,

-

Backgiviuid and Need far Anienduients

The percentage of adults 65 years of age or older in this Commonwealth is increasing. In
20 I 0. approximately 15% of Pennsylvanians were aged 65 or older. In 2017, this number
increased to 17.8%. In 2020. just under 20 percent olthe population in Pennsylvania was 65
years of age or older. For every 10 individuals tinder 25 years of age lost in Pennsylvania since
2010, the state gained 21 persons aged 65 or older. This Commonwealth also has a higher
percentage of older adults when compared to other states. In 2017, this Commonwealth ranked
fifth in the Nation in the number (2.2 million) of older adults and seventh in percentage (17.8%).
The increase in older Pennsylvanians is expected to continue. It has been estimated that by 2030,
there will be 38 older Pennsylvanians (65 years of age or older) for every 100-working age
Pennsylvanians (15 years of age to 64 years of age). Penn State Harrisburg, Pennsylvania State
Data Center. (July 20l8). Population Characteristics and Change: 2010 to 20l7 (Research Brief).
Retrieved from Iittps:’ /asclc.hbu.psu.edu’data/research—bricl’s/pa—popuIation—estimates; Penn
State Harrisburg, Pennsylvania State Data Center. (June 2022). Trends in Pennsylvania’s
Population by Age (Research Brief]. Retrieved from
https:’Jpasdc.hbtz.psu.edu/sde pasdc tiles researchbriefsJune 2022.pdE
As the number of older Pennsylvanians increases, the number of those needing long-tent
care nursing will also increase. It has been estimated that an individual turning 65 years of age
today has an almost 70% chance of needing some type of long-tent services or support during
the remainder of their lifetime; 20% will need long-tent care support for longer than 5 years.
More people use long-tent care services at home and for longer; however, approximately 35%
utilize nursing facilities for this type of care. Administration for Community Living. (February
2020). How Much Care Will You Need? Retrieved from https://acl.eov/!tchasic-needs’how
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nucll-carc-\\ill-you-necd, Approximately 72,000 individuals reside in the 682 long-term care
nursing facilities currently licensed by the Department.

The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted the vulnerability of older adults, with a larger
percentage of deaths occurring in individuals 65 years of age and older. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). Demographic Trends of COVID-19 Cases and Deaths in the US
Reported to CDC. Retrieved from https: /covid,cdc.uovc vid—data-trackertdemouiaphics. See
also, CDC. COVID-19 Weekly Cases and Deaths per 100,000 Population by Age,
Race/Ethnicity and Sex, United States. March 1, 2020—Fine 25, 2022. Retrieved from
http covid.cdcuov/cn id—data—tracker ;deiiiouraphicsovcninie. Further, it is estimated that at
least a quarter ofCOVID-19 deaths occurred in long-term care nursing facilities. The COVID
Tracking Project. (March 2021). Long-Tenn-Care COVID Tracker. Retrieved from
Iittps: covidtrackineconi IIrsinel1on,cslonuterIu—care—facIlILIc%. In this Commonwealth
aLone, there have been approximately 11,443 confirmed deaths of residents in long-term care
nursing facilities since January 2020. AARP. (September 15, 2022). AARP Nursing Home
COVID-19 Dashboard Fact Sheets. Retrieved from
hltps:’ /www.aarp.on!/pni/issues/carewvi n u/in fo—202( nursinu—home—eovid—staicshim I.
The repercussions of the pandemic have reached far beyond the direct, physical effects of
contracting the COVID-l9 virus. Lockdowns intended to protect vulnerable residents at the
beginning of the pandemic led to social isolation and loneliness because residents were
prevented from having in-person contact with their loved ones. This led to an increase in
depression and anxiety, cognitive decline and in some eases, physical deterioration, among
residents who were already fearful of contracting the virus. Levere, M., Rowan, P., & Wysocki,
A. (2021). “The Adverse Effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Nursing Home Resident Well
Being.” Jouriicil of the Amen can Medical Directors Association, 22(5), 948—954.e2. Retrieved
from https:/’ww.ncbi.nhn.nih.uov!pmc/articlcs/PMC’7Q0l 37/. Nursing service personnel, who
were already stressed before the pandemic, incurred additional stress from, among other things.
shortages in personal protective equipment (PPE), limited access to COVID-l9 testing supplies,
fear of contracting COVID-19 while at work and spreading it to others, concern for residents
under their care, lack of public support and recognition, and an increase in workloads due to the
additional protective measures needed to prevent spread of COVID-19 and other nursing service
personnel leaving the workforce. White. EM., \Vetle. T.F., Reddy, A. & Baier. R.R. (2021).
“Front-line Nursing Home Staff Experiences During the COVID-19 Pandemic.” Jownalofthe
American Medical Directors Association, 22(1), 199-203. Retrieved from
littps:’w w.IwhInlm.nilluovfpmcarticles!PMC7GXDOn
The Departments long-term care nursing facilities regulations have not been updated
since 1999, with the last significant update occurring in 1997 after the 1996 amendment to the
Health Care Facilities Act (the HCFA or act) (35 P.S. § 448. l0l—448.904b). Since that time,
there have been substantial changes in the means of delivering care and providing a safe
environment for residents in long-term care nursing facilities, with the pandemic ftthher
highlighting the need for change. The Department has been attempting to complete this much
needed reform since before the pandemic, in late 2017. At that time, the Department sought
assistance and advice from members of a long-term care work group (LTC Work Group). The
Department worked with the LTC Work Group regularly in 2018. The members of the LTC
Work Group were drawn from a diverse background and included representatives from urban
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and rural long-tent care facilities and various stakeholder organizations and consumer groups
that work in the area of resident care and delivery of services. The ETC Work Group members
consisted of representatives from the following organizations: American Institute of Financial
Gerontology; Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP; Berks Heim and Rehabilitation: Fulton County
Medical Center; Garden Spot Community; 14CR ManorCare; lnglis House; Landis Communities;
Leading Age; Legg Consulting Services; LIFE Pittsburgh; Luzerne County Community College;
The Meadows at Blue Ridge; Mennonite Home. Lutheran Senior Life Passavant Community: PA
Coalition of Affiliated Healthcare and Living Communities; Pennsylvania I-Iome Care
Association; University of Pittsburgh; and Valley View Nursing Home. The following State
agencies participated: Department of Aging; the Department of Human Services (DHS); and the
Department of Military and Veteran’s Affairs (DMVA).
The members of the ETC Work Group met regularly during 2018 with the LTC Work
Group’s primary focus being the simplification and modernization of the existing long-term care
regulations. After these discussions were complete. the Department reviewed the
recommendations of the LTC Work Group and consulted with other potentially impacted
agencies in 2019 and 2020. In 2020, 2021 and 2022, the Department continued its efforts to
draft amendments to the long-tent care nursing facility regulations while also handling the dayto-day challenges of protecting the residents of those facilities, who were being hit the hardest by
the COVID-l9 pandemic.
As discussed previously, in response to concerns raised by IRRC and commentators, the
Department ramped up its communications with stakeholders by holding the first of four
stakeholder meetings, beginning in December 2021, to address comments received on proposed
for this rulemaking and Rulemaking 2. The Department held a second meeting with stakeholders
in June 2022 after the public comment and IRRC comment periods ended for proposed
Rulemaking 3, and a third stakeholder meeting in August 2022 after the public and IRRC
comment periods ended for proposed Rulemaking 4. The Department held a Fourth stakeholder
meeting on August 17, 2022, to provide an overview of changes from proposed to final-fonn and
permitted stakcholders to provide additional feedback and comments on amendments during this
meeting.
The discussions with stakeholders and the comments received on the four proposed
mlemakings have made it abundantly clear that amendments to the current long-tent care
nursing facility regulations are desperately needed and must not be delayed any longer.
Commentators expressed in comments to all four groups that they were pleased to see the
Department updating these regulations. The comments in support of attending the regulations
can generally be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Amendments are long overdue.
Revisions to existing regulations are urgently needed.
COVID-l9 had a devastating impact on facilities and highlighted the need for revisions.
Regulations need to be updated to provide additional protections to residents.

Unfortunately, while commentators agree for the most pan that an update to the
regulations is needed, they do not agree on the extent of the update needed. Some commentalors
strongly argued that the Department’s proposed amendments do not go far enough in protecting
8
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residents, while other commentators strongly argued that the Department’s proposed
amendments go too far and result in a fiscal impact. The Department has considered all
comments it received both in favor of and against the proposed amendments and has responded
to those comments. In considering those comments and balancing the competin interest of the
parties in this regulatory review process, the Department has made revisions from the proposed
ndcmakings to the final-form rulemakings. The Department has also provided explanations to
comments received in the preambles for each of the four final mlemakings. as explained more
fully above.
Public Comments
In response to proposed Rulemaking I, the Department received comments from 486
public commentators; 13 legislative comment letters, including comments from individual
legislative members, ajoint letter from 17 legislative members, and a letter from the House
Democratic members ofihe Women’s Health Caucus; 14 form letters; and comments from
IRRC. These comments are discussed in further detail below.
In addition, ajoint legislative hearing regarding proposed Rulemaking 1 was held on
September 15, 2021, by the Senate Health and Human Services and Aging and Youth
Committees. The Department participated in the hearing and provided testimony and a
commitment to continue working with stakeholders to address workforce challenges in the long
terni care industry. The Department maintains this commitment and will continue to engage with
stakeholders to provide guidance and technical assistance as the regulations are implemented and
commits to continued engagement with stakeholders and other agencies to support ongoing
workforce development in the long term care industry.
Description of Amendments / Summan’ of Comments and Responses
201. I. Applicability.

This section is unchanged from proposed to final-form. As explained on proposed, the
phrases “profit and nonprofit’ and “which provide either skilled nursing care or intennediate
nursing care, or both, within the facilities under the act” are deleted from the current regulation.
The phrase “as defined in section 802.1 of the act (35 P.S. § 448.802a)” is added after the term
“long-term care nursing facilities” to clarify that this subpart applies to all long—term care nursing
facilities as defined by the act. The act applies to all long-tenn care nursing facilities regardless
of whether the facility is designated as a profit or nonprofit. In addition, the definition of along
term care nursing facility under the act is more descriptive than what is presently provided for in
this section of the regulations. The direct reference to the definition of”long-term care nursing
facility” adds clarity and promotes consistency in the application of the act and in the application
and scope of this subpart to long-term care nursing facilities.
A commentator questioned whether the language in this section needs to be more clearly
stated to indicate that the regulations apply to applicants for lieensure as well as those who
already own or operate long-term care nursing facilities. Although the Department appreciates
this comment, the liccnsurc standards for health and safety apply to facilities and needs no
further clarification. The Department, therefore, declines to make this amendment.
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Commentators also expressed concern that under the proposed amendment, the three
private-pay facilities licensed by the Department will be subject to Federal requirements
pertaining to the conditions of participation for Medicare or Medical Assistance (MA) even
though those facilities purposely do not participate in those programs. These comments more
accurately pertain to § 201.2 (relating to requirements) and are discussed more filly below.

4’ 201.2. Reqitbenients.
Subsection (a)
Subsection (a) is revised from proposed to final-form, in response to public comments.
The Department had proposed to move the existing language in § 201.2 into subsection (a) with
amendments. Specifically, the Department proposed to delete the exceptions to the Federal
requirements that are currently listed in this section and to expand the existing citation to the
Federal requirements to incorporate the Federal requirements for long-term care nursing facilities
at 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B in their entirety. On final-form, however, the Department has
added an exception to the incorporation of the Federal requirements for 42 CFR 483.1 (relating
to basis and scope) based on the review and consideration of public comments. The reason for
this exception is explaitied more fully below.
Commentators, in proposed Rulemaking I, were generally supportive of the LTC Work
Group’s recommendation to simplify and modernize the existing departmental regulations by
expanding the incorporation of the Federal requirements. However, many commentators
expressed concern that the Department’s intent to apply the minimum Federal long-term care
facility standards and certification requirements would negatively impact the three licensed
facilities that do not participate in Medicare or MA. In proposed Rulemaking 4, certain
commentators again expressed support for the Department’s decision to incorporate the Federal
requirements, while others expressed concern over the incorporation of the Federal requirements.
These commentators expressed both general, overarching concerns with the incorporation of the
Federal requirements, as well as specific concerns related to various sections in the Department’s
regulations. In contrast, other commentators expressed concern if the private-pay facilities might
be excluded from the proposed expansion to incorporate all the Federal minimum standards and
certification requirements.
The Department will respond to both the general, overarching comments and the
application of § 201.2 to the private-pay facilities in further detail below, addressing similar
comments that were submitted in response to both proposed Rulemakings I and 4. Comments
related to the impact of the incorporation of the Federal regulations on specific sections of the
Department’s regulations will also be addressed in the specific sections below.
General concerns regarding 4’ 201.2
One commentator to proposed Rulen3aking I suggested adding the phrase. “and thereby
requires long-term care facilities to comply with” after the words “incorporates by reference”
and before the citation to 42 CFR Part 483. Subpart B. As defined by Black’s Law Dictionan’,
incorporation by reference is “a method of making a secondary document part of a primary
document by including in the primary document a statement that the secondary document should
be treated as if it were contained in the primary one.’1 The addition of the language proposed by
the commentator is redundant and unnecessary, and the Department declines to include it. The
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same commentator questioned why the Department is referencing and incorporating the 1998
version of the Federal requirements. In response to this question, the Department notes it is not
incorporating the 1998 version but is instead deleting the outdated reference to the 1998 version
as indicated, on proposed, by brackets before and after the following language, “42 CFR 483.1—
483.75 (relating to requirements for long-term care facilities) revised as of October 1, 1998.”

Comments ranged from asserting that the Federal requirements were the bare minimum
and not stringent enough to protect health and safety; to conversely asserting that requiring
private-pay facilities to adhere to these Federal standards would have a significant and negative
programmatic and fiscal impact. Specifically, commentators stated in response to proposed
Rulemaking 4 that the Department is over-relying on Federal requirements and asserted that
deleting certain provisions in existing State regulations in exchange for Federal requirements will
have a deleterious effect. Commentators asserted that (lie Department was adopting the bare
minimum requirements and suggested that the Department fttrther strengthen or enhance these
requirements at the State level. Some commentators also requested that the Department add the
verbatim text of the Federal requirements into the Stale regulations or cross-reference the Federal
requirements and then expand or strengthen these requirements.
In response to these comments, the Department generally notes that the Federal minimum
standards and certification requirements for long-term care facilities were adopted “to enforce
requirements from the perspective of quality of care and life for long term care residents.” 54 FR
53l6 (February 2, 1989). These Federal regulations were comprehensively amended in 2016 to
“achieve broad-based improvements both in the quality of health care.. and in patient safety,
while at the same time reducing procedural burdens on providers,” with subsequent
amendments; the most recent amendments occurring on August 4, 2021. See Xl FR 68688
(October 4, 2016); 86 FR 42524 (August 4, 2021). Since the Department’s adoption of the 1998
regulations 23 years ago, there have been expanded requirements for emergency preparedness;
quality assurance and infection control; abuse, neglect and exploitation protections; and
admission and discharge protections, among others, to ensure the health and safety of residents.
The Federal requirements now focus more on person-centered care as well, with expanded
requirements for resident rights, resident assessment, and quality of life and care for residents.
The Department did not take the decision to incorporate the Federal requirements lightly, but
rallier, carefully, and thoroughly reviewed the Federal requirements for health and safety before
deciding to incorporate them. Because the Federal requirements are comprehensive and balance
patient safety with provider procedures, they provide an excellent baseline for ensuring the
health, safety, and welfare of residents, while balancing industry stakeholders’ interests. The
Department, in its review and consideration of public comments, determined that some of the
Federal requirements were not as robust as needed, and therefore, where necessary, has retained
and added requirements in this subpart that supplant the Federal requirements to farther ensure
the health and safety of residents.
The Department. however, declines to copy and paste the verbatim Federal requirements
into State regulation as some commentators requested. Pursuant to 45 Pa. CS. § 727 (relating to
matter not required to be published), the Department shall omit the text of the Code of Federal
Regulations when incorporated by reference in documents that are published in the Penns’lva,iia
Bulletin and codified in the Pennsylvania Code. This is similarly prohibited under § 2.14(b) of
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the Pennsylvania Code & Bulletin Style Manual (Style Manual), as well, which the Department
follows in drafting regulations.
Moreover, while the Department appreciates the desire to have all requirements in one
place, 679 out of the 682 facilities licensed by the Department (99.56%) already participate in
the Medicare or MA programs and thus, (1) are already required to meet these standards; and (2)
are intimately familiar with the requirements in 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B. Having the State
requirements as a separate supplement to the Federal requirements is more efficient, convenient
and accessible for the regulated community in understanding what is being required in addition
to the minimum requirements for health and safety at the Federal level.
Application of 201.2 to private-prn’fhcilities

There are currently 682 facilities that are licensed by the Department. Approximately
72,000 individuals reside in these facilities. Out of these 682 facilities, all but three of these
facilities (or 99.56%) participate in Medicare or MA. and thus, are already required to comply
with the health safety requirements in 42 CFR Pan 483, Subpart B. The three private-pay
facilities have a combined capacity of 102 licensed beds of the approximate 72,000 residents.
Further, these facilities had a reported. combined census reported of 79 residents for the
Department’s 2020-2021 annual report. Department of Health. (2021). Nzrrcing Home Reports.
Retrieved from:
urs t n u—home—reports. aspx.

Although the three licensed private-pay facilities are not required to generally comply
with the requirements under 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B because they do not participate in
Medicare or MA. under the existing § 201.2 (which has been in place since [999), private-pay
facilities have been required to comply with some, but not all the Federal requirements in 42
CFR Part 483, Subpart B for licensure in this Commonwealth. Specifically, these facilities are
presently required to comply with the Federal requirements, as thcy existed on October 1, 1998,
except for specific provisions relating to resident rights, admission, transfer and discharge,
resident assessment, nursing, physician and dental services, physical environment and
administration, as delineated in existing paragraphs (1) through (10).
The Department proposed to expand the incorporation of the Federal requirements in

§ 201.2 to include all the Federal long-term care lhcility requirements at 42 CFR Part 483.
Subpart B. The intent of this proposed expansion was to require all facilities, including privatepay facilities, to comply with all the Federal health and safety requirements, without exception.
This initially seemed to be clear to the regulated community based on comments the Department
received in proposed Rulemaking I; however, comments received in response to proposed
Rulemaking 4 suggested otherwise. Commentators to proposed Rulemaking 4 indicated they
were concerned that the three private-pay facilities would be exempted from meeting these
Federal standards.
Although not specifically expressed by commentators, upon ftwther review, the
Department believes this confusion may stem from the incorporation of42 CFR 483,1 (relating
to basis and scope), which sets forth the basis and scope for the Federal requirements and
indicates that the Federal requirements pertain to facilities that participate in Medicare or MA.
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To clarifS’ this issue and eliminate this confusion, the Department has revised § 201.2, on finalform, to expressly exclude 42 CFR 483.1, from the requirements that facilities must comply with
under State law. In addition, based on comments received regarding transmission of data and
data set reporting to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), the Department is
c1arif’ing that the federal standards for reporting of Minimum Data Set (MDS) reporting and the
transmission of data to CMS are not required, unless a faciLity is participating in the Medicare or
MA program.
In summary, with the promulgation of this regulation, all facilities licensed by the
Department will be required to comply with the Federal requirements in 42 CFR Part 483,
Subpart B, except for 42 CFR 483.1 and the data transmission and MDS reporting requirements,
regardless of whether they participate in Medicare or MA, or are private-pay. Under
subsection (b), however, a facility may apply for an exception to the requirements of Subpart C
(relating to long-tenn care facilities) under § 51.31—51.34 (relating to exceptions). This
includes the ability to apply for an exception to the incorporation of a specific Federal
requirement. Specifically, all facilities, including private-pay facilities, may request an
exception to subsection (a) under the exceptions process identified in §* 51.31—51.34. To assist
the Department in rcndering decisions on requests for exceptions to subsection (a), a facility
requesting such an exception is required to identify the specific Federal requirements to which it
is seeking an exception, rather than broadly requesting an exception to all the Federal
requirements.
Impact o/5

201.2 on pth’a!e-pavjbcilllles

Commentators also expressed concern, in proposed Rulemaking I, that private-pay
facilities would incur additional costs from the expansion of* 201.2 to encompass all the Federal
requirements, Specifically, commentators were concerned that these facilities would need to hire
additional staff for positions, such as a grievance officer, and submit data using CMS software
that they will need to purchase because they do not participate in Medicare or MA.
Commentators were also concerned that facility staff would become bogged down by additional
reporting, recordkeeping and other paperwork required under the Federal requirements.
Commentators were concerned that these additional requirements would take away from the time
these facilities spend caring for residents, and that additional costs from the added requirements
would in turn be passed on to residents, who are paying out of their own pocket to receive care at
these facilities.
As noted previously, the three private-pay facilities are already required under existing
§ 201.2 to comply with Federal requirements from 1998, unless a requirement is specifically
exempted. IRRC asked the Department to amend the final-form preamble and RAF for
Rulemaking I to provide a more detailed analysis of the impact on the private-pay facilities of
Federal requirements that are being added by virtue of the expansion of § 201.2, including fiscal
impact and reporting, recordkeeping, and other papcnvork requirements. IRRC also asked the
Department to explain the reasonableness of these additional Federal requirements for privatepay facilities.
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To identif’ which Federal requirements may potentially impact the three licensed privatepay facilities, the Department first compared the Federal requirements that were adopted in
existing § 201.2 to the present version of the Federal requirements to determine which sections
have been updated or added since 1998. The Department then compared this list to its existing
regulations to determine if the three private-pay facilities might already be complying with these
additional requirements under Slate law. The Department identified the following sections as
creating additional fiscal, reporting, recordkeeping, and paperwork requirements for the three
private-pay facilities. The Department notes again that this List applies solely to the three
private-pay facilities. These facilities make tip only a small fraction of this Commonwealth’s
long-term care nursing facility residency, by having fewer than 100 residents (.1%). The
remaining 679 facilities licensed by the Department are already required to comply with these
requirements.

Privarc—Fai’ Fiscal Impact Grievance Ofilcer
—

Some commentators asserted that the expansion of the incorporation of the Federal
requirements would require private-pay facilities to hire additional staff Specifically, these
commentators asserted the incorporation of Federal requirements would require these facilities
to hire a grievance officer. In 2016. CMS expanded and strengthened the residents’ rights
section under 42 CFR 463.10 (relating to resident rights). Provisions were added to ensure equal
access to quality care, to prohibit discrimination and afford equal treatment, and to permit a
resident representative to act on bchalf ofa resident. Visitation rights and a resident’s ability to
participate in care planning were also expanded. Subsection U) of 42 CFR 483.10, pertaining to
a resident’s right to voice grievances, was expanded as well. Under 42 CFR 483.1 0(j)9), a
facility is required to establish a grievance policy to ensure prompt resolution of all grievances
regarding resident rights. The policy must include among other things. identi’ing a grievance
officer to oversee the grievance process, receive and track grievances, lead any necessary
investigations at the facility, maintain confidentiality of the resident, issue written grievance
decisions, and coordinate with State and Federal agencies as necessary. Although private-pay
facilities are already required to meet certain Federal resident rights requirements, as
commentators noted, the establishment ofa grievance policy and designating a grievance officer
would be a new requirement for these facilities. However, there is no requirement that the
grievance officer be full-time or new personnel. As such, a facility may choose to assign the
duties of the grievance officer, consistent with the needs of the facility, to a current employee of
the facility in addition to other responsibilities. Further, it is likely that most facilities already
have a process to address complaints that could be utilized or expanded upon to comply with this
final-form rulemaking.
Moreover, any fiscal impact to these three facilities is vastly outweighed by the need for a
properly managed process through which residents may assure their resident rights and voice

All other facilities licensed by the Department participate in Medicare or MA and are already
required to comply, under Federal law, with the Federal requirements. The expansion under
State law to comply with these requirements is not expected to negatively impact these facilities
unless they fail to comply with the requirements and have not sought an exception under §
51.3 1—5 1.34.
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grievances. The grievance officer plays a vital role in the oversight of this process and is
necessary to ensure that grievances are properly managed and promptly resolved.
Prñate-Pav Fiscal Impact

—

CAtS Reporting Requirements

The existing regulations of the Department already incorporate many of the Federal
requirements and the expansion to incorporate the remaining Federal requirements at 42 CER
Part 483, Subpart B (relating to requirements for long-term care facilities) will impact the three
long-term care nursing facilities that do not participate in either the Medicare or MA Program.
However, based on comments received, the Department is exempting facilities from complying
with 42 CFR 483.1 (relating to basis and scope) and the data transmission and Minimum Data
Set (MDS) reporting requirements, unless the facility participates in the Medicare or MA
programs.
Assuming that the three private-pay facilities have not updated any of their practices and
procedures since 1998, it is anticipated that the maximum cost to each facility to incorporate
current federal health and safety standards would be approximately $67,862. This maximum
estimate, adjusted for inflation, is based on the cost analysis from the Federal Department of
Health and Human Services when it promulgated its comprehensive updates at 81 FR 68688
(October 4, 2016). A break-down of these potential costs, adjusted for inflation through the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics CPI Inflation Calculator, are as follows:

•
1

•
•
•
•
•

Resident Rights (42 CFR § 483.10)
Admission, Discharge, and Transfer Rights (42 CFR § 483.15)
Comprehensive Resident Centered Care Planning (42 CFR § 483.21)
Nursing Services (42 CFR § 483.35)
Food and Nutrition Services (42 CFR § 483.60)
Quality Assurance and Performance Improvement (42 CFR § 483.75)
Infection Control (42 CFR § 483.80)
Compliance and Ethics Program (42 CFR § 483.85)
Training (42 CFR § 483.95)

Total

$13,020
$230
$6,760
$304
$145
$3,926
523,318
$19,262
$897
567,862

However, based on the Department’s experience with facilities’ compliance with existing
regulatory requirements, these facilities already comply with various provisions, such as
infection prevention and control measures, emergency preparedness and planning. food service
safety. and homelike environment requirements. Therefore, ii is unlikely that the facilities would
reach the maximum estimated costs.
In addition, a facility may apply for an exception to the requirements of Subpart C (relating
to Long-term care facilities) under § 51.31—51.34 (reLating to exceptions). This includes the
ability to apply for an exception to the incorporation of a specific Federal requirement, Specifically,
all facilities, including private-pay facilities. may request an exception under the process identified
in 28 Pa.Code § 51.3 1—51.34. To assist the Department in rendering decisions on requests for
exceptions, a facility requesting such an exception is required to identify the specific Federal
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requirements to which it is seeking an exception, rather than broadly requesting an exception to all
the Federal requirements.
Requiring all long—tent care nursing facilities to comply with the minimum Federal
health and safety standards for long-tent care facilities is reasonable because it will increase
health and safety standards, improve the suney process. create consistency and eliminate any
confusion in the application of standards to long-term care nursing facilities, which will benefit
all long-tent care nursing facilities. Although there is anticipated to be a fiscal impact regarding
incorporation of certain federal standards for the three facilities that do not participate in
Medicare or MA Programs, the cost of these health and safety standards is outweighed by the
health and safety benefits for nursing facility residents. The benefit of this final-form
rulemaking is consistent standards for licensure to ensure the health, safety, and welfare of all
residents of long-tent care nursing facilities in this Commonwealth. To assist with
implementation of this final-font regulation, the Department extended the effective date and will
be providing technical assistance and outreach to the regulated community.
Pth’ate-Pa’ Other Reporting, Recordkeeping, and Paperivoii

requirements

Assuming that the three private-pay facilities have not updated any of their recordkeeping
practices and procedures since 1998, it is anticipated the new paperwork requirements for the
three private—pay facilities may include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Establishment ofa grievance policy, receiving grievances, and providing written
responses under 42 CFR 483.10 (relating to resident rights).
Resident signature on care plan under 42 CFR 483.10.
Notification to residents of charges under 42 CFR 483.10.
Notice to residents of transfers or discharges., including updated notices of changes tinder
42 CFR 483.15 (relating to admission, transfer and discharge rights).
Discharge planning under 42 CFR 483.15.
Quality asstirance and perlbnnance improvement program and plan under 42 CFR 483.75
(relating to quality assurance and performance improvement).

In addition, based on comments received, the Department is exempting facilities from
complying with 42 CFR 483.1 (relating to basis and scope) and the data transmission and
Minimum Data Set (MDS) reporting requirements, unless the facility participates in Medicare or
MA.
Subsection (b)
Subsection (b) is deleted, from proposed to final-form. The Department had proposed, in
subsection (b). to incorporate by reference Chapter 7 and Appendtv PP—Guidance to Sun’e1o,w
Jbr Long-Terni Cat-c Facilities from the CMS State Operations Manual. Several commentators,
and IRRC, objected to the incorporation of Chapter 7 and Appendix PP of the State Operations
Manual in the regulations. Based on the comments received from commentators and IRRC, the
language that was proposed in subsection (b) is deleted.
Subsection (c)
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The Department did not receive any comments on this subsection. However, on finalform, the language in proposed subsection (c) is moved to subsection (b) by virtue of the deletion
of the language in proposed subsection (b). described above. Subsection (c). now subsection (b),
is unchanged from proposed to final, and clarifies that a long-term care nursing facility may
apply for an exception under §* 51.31—51.34. As noted previously, this includes the ability’ of
a facility to request an exception to a federal standard tinder subsection (a).

Subsection (d)
Subsection (d) is deleted, from proposed to final-form. The Department had proposed in
subsection (d) to add language indicating that failure to comply with the requirements in 42 CFR
Part 483, Subpart B would constitute a violation of this subpart, unless an exception is granted
under § 51.31—51.34. Several commentators, as well as IRRC, expressed concern that this
proposed provision was duplicative and unnecessary, and requested that it be deleted. After
careful consideration, the Department agrees that this language is duplicative and deletes this
language.
Several commentators expressed concern that the proposed language in subsection (d)
would permit the Department to tag violations of Federal regulations as violations of the State
regulations. which would result in duplicate fines from facilities being tined under both Federal
and State regulations. As noted by IRRC, by virtue of the new language in subsection (a), failure
to comply with the requirements of42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B, isa violation of State regulation
without the need for the language that was proposed in subsection (d), Contrary to comments
received by the Department. existing subsection (a) already incorporated by reference various
Federal requirements. In other words, facilities that participate in Medicare or MA were
previously tagged, under Federal law, if they violated the Federal requirements and also tagged
for violating the State requirements under subsection (a).
To the extent that commentators arc concerned that private-pay facilities will be fined or
penalized under both Federal law and State law for failure to comply with the Federal
requirements, this is inaccurate. As stated previously, the three private-pay facilities do not
participate in Medicare or MA and, as such, may not be fined or penalized under Federal
Medicare and MA participation requiremcnts, Also as mentioned previously, under State law, the
private-pay facilities have been required to comply with certain provisions of the Federal
requirements under existing subsection (a). They will be required now to comply with all
provisions of those requirements moving forward, except for 42 CFR 483.1 and the data
transmission and MDS reporting to CMS requirements, by virtue of the expansion of subsection
(a). The impact of the expansion of subsection (a) on the three private-pay facilities is discussed
more fully above. These facilities will not see an increase in fines or penalties unless they fail to
comply with the requirements in subsection (a) and have not sought an exception to those
requirements. As noted previously, the Department will be providing technical assistance and
outreach to the regulated community to assist with implementation of this final-form regulation.
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§ 2013. Definitions
Subsection (a) is deleted, from proposed to final-form. The Department had proposed to
divide § 20 .3 into two parts. In proposed subsection (a), the Department proposed to
incorporate by reference all terms defined in 42 CFR Pail 483, Subpart B and in Chapter 7 and
Appendix PP of the State Operations Manual. In proposed subsection (b), the Department
proposed to define only those terms not already defined by 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B and in
Chapter 7 and AppendLv PP of the State Operations Manual.
Commentators generally supported the Department’s adoption of the Federal definitions
in 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B, with a few exceptions. Some commentators and IRRC
commented on the Department’s reliance on the Federal definition for the terni “abuse” as this
term is also defined in State law in section 103 of the Older Adult Protective Sen’ices Act
(OAPSA) (35 P.S. § 10225.103). Some commentators also commented on the Department’s
deletion of terms that contained education and experience qualifications. These concerns are
addressed more specifically in the summary of each definition below.
In addition, some commentators and IRRC expressed concern regarding the location of
various definitions. IRRC specifically commented: “If the Department intends to rely on Federal
regulations to define certain terms, we ask the Department to incorporate by reference those
terms or promulgate the text of those terms in the final-form regulations. If the Department
intends to rely on definitions found in Federal guidance, we ask the Department to promulgate
the text of those definitions in the final-form regulations.”
By virtue of § 201.2(a), as amended, all definitions in 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B are
incorporated into the regulation. However, in response to the comments noted above and for
ease of reference and readability, the Department amends § 201.3, in final-form, to delete
subsection (a) and to incorporate by reference relevant definitions from 42 CFR Part 483,
Subpart B. The Department also amends § 201.3 to add the text of certain definitions to provide
clarity and readability to the regulated community. The amendments to § 201.3 are described
more fully below, with revisions from proposed to final-form expressly noted.
Dc/hi ition of .4 buse

The definition of “abuse” is revised, from proposed to final-form. The Department had
proposed to delete the definition of “abuse” because this term is defined in the Federal
requirements at 42 CFR 483.5 (relating to definitions). Commentators and IRRC commented on
the wholesale deletion of the definition of “abuse” from this section, with some commentators
requesting that the definition of “abuse” be amended to incorporate both the Federal definition of
abuse, and the definition of abuse from the Older Adults Protective Services Act (OAPSA) (35
P.S. § 10225.101 10225.5102). The Department reviewed the definition of “abuse” in both
Federal regulation and in OAPSA and discerns no noticeable difference between the two
definitions for purposes under Subpart C. On final-form, the Department retains the definition of
“abuse” but replaces the current definition with a cross-reference to the citation of the Federal
definition for consistency, in response to public comment and IRRC.
—

Commentators also requested that if the Department defers to the Federal definition of
abuse, that the Department retain more specific definitions of abuse, such as “physical abuse”
and “verbal abuse” in regulation. because these terms are incorporated in the Federal definition
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but not separately or specifically defined. The Department, in consideration and in response to
these comments, retains these definitions as separately defined terms and moves the terms
“verbal abuse.””sexual abuse,” “physical abuse,” “mental abuse,” “involuntary seclusion” and
“neglect” so that they appear in alphabetical order. Any amendments to these definitions are
described more specifically below.
Definition uTile!
The definition of “act” is unchanged from proposed to final-form. As explained on
proposed, the citation to HCFA in the definition of “act” is amended to reflect the proper citation
that encompasses all provisions of the act.
Definitions ofAdn;inistrallon of Drugs, Drug Athnuzistration atic! Drug Dispensing

The definitions for “administration of drugs “drug administration” and “drug
dispensing” remain unchanged from proposed to final-form. As explained on proposed, the
terms “drug” and ‘drugs” are replaced with ‘medication” and “medications” in these definitions to
reflect current terminology used to describe the process of administering medications to residents
in long—term care nursing Facilities. Due to these amendments, the definitions for ‘medication
administration” and “medication dispensing” are moved so that they appear in alphabetical order.
,“

Definition ofAdminLctrator
The definition of “administrator” is revised, from proposed to final-fonn. The
Department had proposed to delete the definition of “administrator” because this term is defined
in the Federal requirements for facilities. However, in response to comments received from
commentators and IRRC, the definition of administrator is retained and amended by deleting the
first sentence of the definition and adding a cross-reference to 42 CFR 483.70(d)(2) (relating to
administration). The second sentence, requiring that the administrator be licensed and registered
by the Department of Stale, is retained in response to concerns expressed by several
commentators regarding the deletion of qualifications of individuals defined in the regulation.
Definition ofA iteration

The definition for “alteration” is deleted from proposed to final-form, based on comments
received in proposed Rulemaking 2. A new definition for “construction, alteration or
renovation” is added on final-form, based on these comments. The term “construction, alteration
or renovation” is defined as “the erection, building, remodeling, modernization, improvement,
extension or expansion of a facility, or the conversion ofa building or portion thereof to a
facility. The term does not include part-for-part replacement or regular facility maintenance.”
This amendment is also discussed in the preamble for final-form Rulemaking 2— General
Operation and Phisieai Requirements at Chapter 204.
Definitions ofAmbu/aton’ Resident and ATo,?a,,lbLiic?to?3’ Resident

The definitions for “ambulatory resident” and “nonambulatory resident” were proposed
to be deleted, and continue to be deleted on final-fonm because the ordinary dictionary definition
applies. The tenus “ambulatory” and “nonambulatory” are understood to have their ordinary’
dictionary’ definitions when applied to describe a resident who can walk or not walk in a longterm care nursing facility. A commentator questioned the Department’s decision to delete these
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definitions, indicating that it may be necessary to retain them with respect to requirements
related to a facility’s ability to evacuate residents. The Department may not define terms in
regulation where the dictionary meanings for those terms apply. See § 2.11 of the Stile Manual.
The Department therefore declines to retain or amend these terms in response to this comment.
Request/hr Definition ofipplicant

A commentator requested that the Department add a definition for the term “applicant.”
The commentator proposed that the term “applicant” be defined as, “the entity applying for
licensure. whether initial licensure for a new facility or transfer of ownership licensure for an
existing facility that would, ifapproved by the Department, be transferred to the new owner.”
This same commentator in proposed Rulemaking 2, questioned the use of the term “prospective
licensee” that the Department proposed to retain in existing regulation. Several commentators
also requested in proposed Rulemaking 3. that the Department add a definition for the term
“person” to align with the act.
After careftil consideration, the Department declines to add the term “applicant” to
regulation and instead uses the term “prospective licensee” in Subpart C (relating to long-term
care facilities). The Department also declines to add a definition for the term “prospective
licensee.” The term “licensee” is presently defined in § 201.3 as, “the individual, partnership,
association or corporate entity including a public agency or religious or fraternal or philanthropic
organization authorized to operate a licensed facility.” The Department is not amending this
definition on final-form. The term “prospective” is commonly understood and is defined as
“relating to or effective in the future; likely to come about; likely to be or become” in Webster’s
dictionary. Merriam-Webster. Prospective. Retrieved from https://www.merriam
wehster.coni/dictionarv/prospective. As the teim “prospective” is generally understood by its
ordinary dictionary meaning, the Department does not believe it is necessary to include a
separate definition for the term “prospective licensee.” The Department, however, adds the term
“person” to § 201.3 with a cross-reference to the act, in response to requests from commentators
in proposed Rulemaking 3 to add this definition. The Department has, also in response to these
comments amended sections in rulemaking 3, on final-form, where applicable, to be consistent in
the use of the temis “prospective licensee” and “persow” The rationale for these amendments is
explained further in the preamble for final-form rulemaking 3 at § 201.12 (relating to application
for license of a new facility or change in ownership).
Definition ofAudiologLct

The definition for “audiologist” remains deleted from proposed to final-form because that
term is not used in this subpart. Therefore, a definition is not necessary. The Department did not
receive any comments regarding the proposed deletion ofthis definition.
Definition ofAuthorized Person to Administer Medications
The definition of”authorized person to administer medications” is amended on finalform to remove the term “drugs” for consistency in the use of only the term medication”
throughout the final-form rulemakings.
Definition of&rsernent
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The definition for “basement” continues to be retained on final-form without amendment.
The Department did not receive any comments regarding the retention of this definition.
Definition of CRNP
The definition of “CRNP—certified registered nurse practitioner” continues to be retained
on final-form without amendment. The Department did not receive any comments regarding the
retention of this definition.
Definition of Charge Nurse
The definition of “charge nurse” is revised, from proposed to final-form. The
Department had proposed to delete the definition of “charge nurse” on proposed because this
term is defined in the Federal requirements for facilities. In response to comments received from
commentators and IRRC, the definition of “charge nurse” is retained, on final-Conn, and
amended by updating the definition to use “RN’ and “LPN”, as those are now defined lerms, and
removing the provision permitting waiver of the licensure requirement.
Definition of Clinical Laboratory
The definition of “clinical laboratory” is revised, from proposed to final-form. The
Department had proposed to delete the definition of “clinical laboratory” on proposed because
this term is defined in the Clinical Laboratory Improvements Amendments of 1988 (CLIA) (42
U.S.C.A. § 263a). Specifically, laboratory services are covered under 42 CFR 483.50(a)
(relating to laboratory, radiology, and other diagnostic services), with the tern “clinical
laboratory” defined under CLIA (42 U.S.C.A. § 263a(a)). A facility that provides its own
laboratory services or performs any laboratory tests directly must have a certificate under section
353 of CLIA (42 U.S.C.A. § 263a). In response to comments from commentators and IRRC, the
definition of “clinical laboratory” is retained, on final-form, and amended by deleting the current
definition and adding a cross-reference to the updated definition of “clinical laboratory” in
CLIA.
Definition of Clinical Records
The delinition of “clinical records” is deleted on final-form. The Department had
proposed to retain this definition, but upon further review, it is not necessan’ to retain this
definition because the Department has replaced the term “clinical records” with the tenTi
“medical records” throughout the regulation to align with tenninology used throughout the
Federal requirements in 42 CFR Part 483. Subpart B. The term “medical records” is commonly
understood by its ordinary dictionary meaning. Therefore, a definition is not needed.
Definition of Controlled Substance
The definition of “controlled substance” continues to be retained from proposed to finalform. The Department did not receive any comments regarding the retention of this definition.
Definition of Corridor
The definition of “corridor” is revised from proposed to final-form. The Department
replaces the word “patient’s” with “resident’s” before the words “sleeping quarters” at the
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request ofa commentator. The Department agrees that the tent “resident” more appropriately
describes an individual who is admitted to a long-term care nursing facility.
Definition of Deparinient

The definition of “Department” continues to be retained from proposed to final-form.
The Department did not receive any comments regarding the retention of this definition.
Definitions of Dietician, Dietetic’

Service Supervisor a;icl Qualified Dietician

The definitions of “dietitian” and “dietetic service supervisor” continue to be deleted but
replaced, on final-form, with the definition of “qualified dietitian.” The Department had
proposed to delete the definitions of “dietitian” and “dietetic service supervisor” based on the
Federal requirements,
Under the Federal requirements, a facility must employ sufficient staff with appropriate
competencies and skills to carry out the functions of the food and nutrition service. This
includes a “qualified dietitian or other clinically qualified nutrition professional” who is
employed on either a hill-time, part-time or consultant basis, and a “director of food and
nutrition services” where a qualified dietitian or other clinically qualified nutrition professional is
not employed lull-time.
The Department received support from one commentator over the proposed deletion of
the tent “dietitian” because the tent “qualified dietician” is defined at 42 CFR 483.60(a)( I).
Further, in response to comments from commentators and IRRC, on final-font, the Department
is adding the tent “qualified dietitian” with a cross-reference to 42 CFR 483.60(a)(l). In
response to concerns raised by commentators regarding the deletion of qualifications for certain
individuals in regulation, including the “dietitian,” the Department notes that the qualifications
for the “qualified dietitian or other clinically qualified nutrition professional” and the “director of
food and nutrition services” are outlined in 42 CFR 4S3.60(a)(l) (relating to food and nutrition
services).
DefInition of Director of Niuwing Services
The definition of “director of nursing services” is revised, from proposed to final-font.
The Department had proposed to delete the definition of •‘director of nursing services” on
proposed because this tent is defined in the Federal requirements for facilities. In response to
comments received from commentators and IRRC, the definition of “director of nursing
services” is retained, on final-form, and amended by deleting the current definition and adding a
cross-reference to indicate that this individual is a registered nurse designated by a facility under
42 CFR 483.35(b)(2) (relating to nursing services). The Department retains the qualifications
of the RN who serves in this capacity in response to commentators who expressed concern about
the deletion of qualifications of certain individuals from regulation.
Definition ofDischarge
On final-font the Department added the definition of “discharge” in response to
comments received on proposed Rulemaking 4 in order to distinguish between a “transfer” and a
“discharge”. On final-form a “discharge” is defined as “[tjhe movement of a resident from a bed
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in one certified facility to a bed in another certified facility or other location in the community,
when return to the original facility is not expected.”
Dejinflion of Drug or Medication; Medication
The term “drug” is removed from the definition of “drug or medication” from proposed
to final-form for consistency in the use of the term “medication” throughout the regulation. The
definition of “medication” is moved so that it appears in alphabetical order, but otherwise
remains the same.
DefInition of Elopement
The definition of “elopement” is revised, from proposed to final-form. The Department
had proposed to delete the definition of “elopement” on proposed. In response to comments from
commentators and IRRC regarding ease of finding terms that are defined in the State Operations
Manual, the definition of “elopement” is retained, and amended, on final-font, to mirror the
current definition in the State Operations Manual, that elopement occurs “when a resident leaves
the premises or a safe area without authorization.”
Definition of Existing Facility

The definition of “existing facility” remains deleted on final—font. This term is outdated
and will no longer be used in this subpart. The Department did not receive any comments
regarding the proposed deletion of this tent.
Definition of Exit or Exini’av

The definition of “exit or exitway” is revised, from proposed to final-form. The
Department had proposed to delete the definition of “exit” on proposed because this term is
defined in the State Operations Manual. In response to comments received from commentators
and IRRC, the delinition of “exit” is retained and amended, on final-form, to mirror the current
definition in the State Operations Manual, as “a means of egress which is lighted and has three
components: an exit access (corridor leading to the exit), an exit (a door) and an exit discharge
(door to the street or public way).”
Definition of Exploitation

The definition of “exploitation” is added on final-form with a cross-reference to this
definition in 42 CFR 483.5, in response to the request of commentators who requested that this
definition be added.
Definition of Facility
The definition of “facility” continues to be retained without amendment on final-form.
The Department did not receive any comments regarding the retention of this definition.
Definition of Full Compliance and Substantial Compliance

To further aid the regulated community in understanding the criteria for a license, the
Department adds a definition for “full compliance” and a definition for “substantial compliance”.
A facility will be in “full” compliance if they are in “total” compliance. Further, as defined, a
facility will be in “substantial” compliance ifihe requirements in paragraphs (I) and (2) of the
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definition are met. Under paragraph (1). any cited deficiencies must be. individually and in
combined effect, of a minor nature such that neither the deficiencies nor efforts toward their
correction will interfere with or adversely affect normal facility operations or adversely affect
aim’ residenis health or safety. Under paragraph (2), the facility must have implemented a plan
of correction approved by the Department. These definitions are based on the definitions for
“full compliance” and “substantial compliance” that exists for hospitals in 28 Pa. Code §
101.92(b) (relating to regular license).
Dc/hilt/on of Pull- Time
The definition of “full-time” is revised, from proposed to final-form. The Department
had proposed to delete the definition of “full-time” on proposed because this term is defined in
the State Operations Manual. The Manual defines “ftill-time” as “working 35 or more hours a
week.” As there is no substantial difference between this definition and the current definition,
the Department, on final—form, retains the current definition without amendment.
DefInition of’Health Care Practitioner
The definition of “health care practitioner” from the act is revised. from proposed to finalform. The Department had proposed the addition of this definition for consistency in the
application of this term to long-term care nursing facilities and to recognize the range of health
care professionals who provide care to residents in long-term care nursing facilities. On finalform, the definition for “health care practitioner” is moved so that it appears in alphabetical order
in the list of definitions. A stylistic amendment is also made on final-form to remove language
from the definition of “health care practitioner” indicating that the term “practitioner” when used
as a standalone term is synonymous with those individuals defined as a “health care
practitioner.” The tent “practitioner” is added as a separate tent, on final-font, and defined as
“a health care practitioner as defined in section 103 of the act.”
Dc/In i/ion of Iiiiei’thsciplnian’ Team
The definition of “interdisciplinary team” is revised, from proposed to final-font. The
Department had proposed to delete the definition of “interdisciplinary team” on proposed
because this tent is defined in 42 CFR 483.21 (b)(2)(ii) (relating to comprehensive personcentered care planning). In response to comments from commentators and IRRC, the definition
of”interdisciplinaiy team” is retained, on final-font, and amended by deleting the text of the
current definition and adding a cross-reference to 42 CFR 483.21 (b)(2)(ii).
Definition of hitimidation
In response to public comment, a new definition for “intimidation” is added from
proposed to final-form. Per requests from commentators, the Department adopts the definition
of “intimidation” in section 3 of OAPSA (35 P.S. § 10225.103), which defines “intimidation” as
“an act or omission by any person or entity toward another person which is intended to, or with
knowledge that the act or omission will, obstruct, impede, impair, prevent or interfere with the
administration of[OAPSAJ or any law intended to protect older adults from mistreatment.”
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DefInition of Thvoluntan’ Seclusion
As noted previously, the definition of “involuntary seclusion” is retained on final-form, in
response to public comment. The definition of “involuntary seclusion” is retained without
amendment but moved from the definition of “abuse” so that it appeals in alphabetical order in
thc list of definitions.
Definition

of Licensed Practical Nurse

The definition of ‘licensed practical nurse is unchanged from proposed to final-form.
The definition of “licensed practical nurse” is amended to add the acronym ‘LPN” and to include
a citation to the regulations of the State Board of Nursing to describe more accurately an
individual licensed in this capacity under the Practical Nurse Law (63 P.S. § 651—667.8). The
Department did not receive any comments on this amendment.
Definition of Licensee
The definition of “licensee” is retained without amendment on final-form. The
Department did not receive any comments regarding the retention ofthis definition.
Definition ofLocked Restraint
The definition of “locked restraint” remains deleted on final-form. The Department did
not receive any comments regarding the proposed deletion of this definition.
Definition of Long— Term Care Ombudsman
The Department has added a definition for the term “long-term care ombudsman” in
response to a request from a commentator. The Department declines to adopt the definition
proposed by the commentator, however, which Limits the definition to the “LocaL” tong—term care
ombudsman. The Department instead defines “long-term care ombudsman” as “an individual at
the State or local level who is responsible for carrying out the duties and functions of the state
long-term care ombudsman program under 42 V.S.C.A. § 3058g.” The Department has chosen
this broader definition to encompass both the local long-term care ombudsman and the State
long-term care ombudsman.
Definition ofMedical Record Practitioner
The definition of “medical record practitioner” remains deleted on final-form. The
Department proposed to delete this definition because it is outdated and will no longer be used in
this subpart. The Department did not receive any comments regarding the proposed deletion of
this definition.
Definition ofMental Abuse
As noted previously, the definition of “mental abuse” is retained, on final-form, but
moved from the definition of “abuse” so that it appears in alphabetical order. The Department
retains the existing definition without amendment based on concerns raised by commenlators.
Definitions of eWisappmopi-iation of Resident Property and Mivu-eatment
In response to comments from commentators and IRRC requesting that Federal
definitions be added to the regulation for clarity, definitions are also added on final-form for
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“misappropriation of resident property” and “mistreatment,” with cross-references to these
definitions in 42 CFR 483.5.
Dejin i/ion ofNeglect
As noted previously, the definition of “neglect” is retained, on final-form, based on
comments from commentators. However, the definition is moved from the definition of “abuse”
so that it appears in alphabetical order. The Department also replaces the current definition of
“neglect” with a cross-reference to the definition of “neglect” under 42 CFR 483.5 to align with
Federal requirements and in response to comments received from commentators and IRRC.
Definition of NEPA
The definition of “NFPA” is retained, without amendment, on final-form. The
Department did not receive any comments, on proposed, regarding the retention of this
definition.
Definition of Nonpropiletan’ Drug

The definition of”nonproprietaiy drug’ remains deleted from proposed to final-form. As
explained on proposed, the use of the word “prescription” more accurately reflects the current
terminology that is used. The existing definition of the word “prescription” is amended as
follows: (1) the word “drugs” is replaced with the word “medications” to reflect current
terminology; (2) the words “licensed medical” are replaced with the words “health care” before
the word “practitioner” for consistency with the use and meaning of the term “health care
practitioner” in this subpart; and (3) the word “his” is deleted to make the definition gender
neutral. The Department did not receive any comments, on proposed, regarding this amendment,

Definition ofNzu:ie Aide
The definition of “nurse aide” is revised, from proposed to final-form. The Department
had proposed to delete the definition of “nurse aide” on proposed because this term is defined in
42 CFR 483.5. In response to comments from commentators and IRRC, the definition of “nurse
aide” is retained, on final-form, and amended by adding a cross-reference to 42 CFR 483.5.
Further, in response to commentators who expressed concern over the Department’s deletion of
qualifications from definitions, the Department retains these qualifications in the definition of
“nurse aide” on finaL-form.
Definitions of Mn-sing Care nut! Mowing Service Personnel
The definitions of “nursing care” and “nursing service personnel” are retained, without
amendment, on final-form. The Department did not receive any comments, on proposed,
regarding the retention of these definitions.
Definhions of Occupational Therapist and Occztpatioiial Therapy Assistant
The definitions of “occupational therapist” and “occupational therapy assistant” remain
deleted from proposed to final-form. These terms are not used in this subpart, and therefore, a
definition is not necessary. The Department did not receive any comments regarding the
proposed deletion of these definitions.
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Definition of Person

The definition of “person” is added on final-form, with a cross-reference to the definition
of this tent in section 103 of the act (35 P.S. § 448.103). in response to public comment.
Commentators requested that the Department add this definition in comment to proposed
Rulemaking 3 for clarity in the use of this term in the regulations.
Definitions of Phal7iiaci.ct and Phannaci’

The definitions of “phantacist” and “pharmacy” are retained, without amendment, on
final-form. The Department did not receive any comments, on proposed. with respect to the
retention of these definitions.
Definition ofPIn’sical Abuse
As noted previously, the definition of “physical abuse” is retained on final-font, in
response to public comment. The definition oC”physical abuse” is retained without amendment
but moved from the definition of “abuse” so that it is in alphabetical order in the list of
definitions.
Definitions of Physical Therapist and Physical Therapy Assistant

The definitions of “physical therapist” and “physical therapy assistant” remain deleted
from proposed to final-font. These tents arc not used in this subpart, and therefore, a definition
is not necessary. The Department did not receive any comments regarding the proposed deletion
of these tents.
Definition of Physician A.csLctant

The definition of “physician assistant’ is retained, without amendment, on final—font.
The Department did not receive any comments, on proposed, regarding the retention of this
definition.
Definition of Practice of Pharniaci’

The definition of “practice ofpharnrncy” remains deleted on final-form. This tent is not
used in this subpart, and a definition is not necessary. The Department did not receive any
comments regarding the proposed deletion of this definition.
Definition of Proptietan’ Drug

The definition of”proprietary drug” remains deleted from proposed to final-font. As
explained on proposed, the definition of “proprietary drug” is replaced with the definition of
“non-prescription medication.” The shift from the use of the term “proprietary drug” to “non
prescription medication” reflects a change in terminology used in the long-term care nursing
environment. The definition is also amended to reflect common usage of this tent to refer to an
over-the-counter medication that is purchased without a prescription. One commentator
questioned the Department’s proposal to replace the tent “proprietary drug” with the term “non
prescription medication” because a proprietary drug is defined as “a drug that has a trade name
and is protected by a patent brand-name drug” at www.thefteecdictionarv.com. However, the
tent “proprietary drug” as defined in the Department’s existing regulation, is “a drug which does
not contain a quantity of a controlled substance ii’hich can be purchased without a prescription
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cuicl flu?) be purchased from sources other tliciii a pha’nzacv and is usually sold under a patented
or trade name” (emphasis added). The term “non-prescription medication” more closely aligns
with this existing definition and with the definition attended to, “an over—the-counter medication
legally purchased without a prescription” is reflective of current terminology and understanding
in the long-tent care environment. The Department declines to retain or amend the term
“proprietary drug” in response to this comment.
Definition v/Registered Mu-se
The definition of”registered nurse” is unchanged from proposed to final-form. As
explained on proposed, the definition of “registered nurse” is amended for clarity. The acronym
“RN” is added to the definition. A citation to the regulations of the State Board of Nursing is
also added to describe more accurately an individual licensed in this capacity under the
Professional Nursing Law (63 P.S. §* 211—225.5). The Department did not receive any
comments regarding this amendment.
Definition of Resident
The definition of “resident” is retained on final—fonn, without amendment. The
Department did not receive any comments, on proposed, regarding the retention of this
definition.
Definition of Resident Activities Coordinator
The definition of “resident activities coordinator” remains deleted on final-font. In
response to commentators requesting that this definition be retained, the Department is adding a
definition for “qualified therapeutic recreation specialist” with a cross reference to 42 CFR
483.24(c) (relating to quality of life), which is similar to the current definition for “recreation
activities coordinator.” In response to concerns raised by commentators regarding the deletion of
qualifications for certain individuals in regulation, the Department notes that the Federal
definition for “qualified therapeutic recreation specialist” in 42 CFR 483.24(c)(2) contains the
qualifications for an individual who serves in this capacity. It is therefore not necessary to repeat
those qualifications in the text of 201.3.
Definitions of Reside??! Representative: Responsible Pe,won
The definition of “resident representative” is added on final-form, with a cross-reference
to 42 CFR 483.5, in response to comments received from commentators and IRRC. The term
“resident representative” replaces the outdated term “responsible person” throughout the
regulation to describe the types of individuals who may act on behalf ofa resident. Because the
term “responsible person” is outdated, the definition for “responsible person” remains deleted on
final-form. A commentator requested that the Department expand this definition to include a
prohibition on an employee of a facility serving as a resident representative for a resident.
Althouh definitions should not contain substantive provision, this comment is further addressed
in final-font Rulemaking 4 Qualifications, Training, Job Duties. Recordkeeping, Program
Standards, and Resident Rights and Sen’ices 4 at § 20 1 .26 (reLating to resident representative).
—
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Definition of Residential Unit
The definition of “residential unit” remains deleted on final-form. As the Department
explained, on proposed, this term is outdated and will no longer be used in this subpart. The
Department did not receive any comments regarding the proposed deletion of this definition.
Definition of Restraint
The definition of “restraint” is revised, from proposed to final-form. The Department had
proposed to delete the definition of “restraint” because the term “restraint” is defined as
including physical and chemical restraints, with the terms “physical restraint” and “chemical
restraint” further defined in the State Operations Manual. In response to comments from
commentators and IRRC, the term “restraint” is retained on final-form with the definitions for
the terms “physical restraint” and “chemical restraint” amended to minor the definitions in the
manual.
Definitions of Serious Built’ Injirn’ and Serious Pin’s/cal Injun
A commentator requested that the Department add delinitions for “serious bodily injury”
and “serious physical injury.” The Department, on final-form, adds these terms with crossreferences to the definitions in section 3 of the Older Adults Protective Services Act (OAPSA)
(35 P.S. § 10225.103).
Definition of Sexual Abuse
As noted previously, the definition of “sexual abuse” is retained on final-form, in
response to public comment. The Department retains the text of the existing definition but adds,
the words “non-consensual contact of any type” to align with the Federal definition of “abuse” at
42 CFR 4835.
Definition ofSkilled or Intermediate Care
The definition of “skilled or intermediate care” continues to be deleted on final-font.
The Department had proposed to delete this term because it is outdated. A commentator
expressed concern that the deletion of this definition might impact MA eligibility tied to
standards set forth in the definition. The Department consulted with the Department of Human
Services (DHS), who confirmed that the term “skilled or intermediate care” is outdated and that
there would be no impact on MA eligibility if the Department deletes this term.
Definition ofSocial Worker
The definition of “social worker” continues to be deleted but is replaced on final-font
with the definition for “qualified social worker.” The Department had proposed to delete the
definition of “social worker” based on the Federal requirements. Under the FederaL
requirements, a social worker is referred to as a “qualified social worker” and is defined at 42
CFR 483.70(p) (relating to administration). In response to comments from commentators and
IRRC, on final-font, the Department is replacing the definition of “social worker” with a
definition for “qualified social worker’ and cross-referencing the definition for this term in 42
(‘FR 483.70(p). In response to concerns raised by commentators regarding the deletion of
qualifications for certain individuals in regulation. the Department notes that the Federal
definition for “qualified social worker” in 42 CFR 483.70(p) contains the qualifications for an
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individual who serves in this capacity. It is therefore not necessary to repeat those qualifications
in the text of 201.3.
Definition of Speech/Language Pathologist

The definition of “speech/language pathologist” remains deleted on final-form. As
explained, on proposed, this term is not used in this subpart. Therefore, a definition is not
necessary. The Department did not receive any comments regarding the proposed deletion of
this definition.
Definition of Trans/er

On final-form the Department added the definition of “transfer” in response to comments
received on proposed Rulemaking 4 in order to distinguish between a “transfer” and a
“discharge”. On final-form a “transfer” is defined as “[t]he movement of a resident from a bed
in one certified facility to a bed in another certified facility when the resident expects to return to
the original facility.”
Definition of Verbal Abuse

As noted previously, the definition of “verbal abuse” is retained on final-form, in
response to public comment. The definition of “verbal abuse” is retained with one grammatical
edit but moved From the definition of’ “abuse” so that it is in alphabetical order in the list of
definitions.
,

211.12(i) Nzi;wing sen’ices

Based on comments received, the Department is not amending this section in final-form
Rulemaking 1— GeneralAppflcahility and Definitions. Instead, for ease of readability and
responding to comments related to nursing sen’ices requirements being proposed in more than
one rulemaking, the Department is amending this section, as a whole, in final-form Rulemaking
4 Ottalificatiotis, Training, Job Ditties, Recordkeeping. Program Standards, ((lid Resident
Rights and Services. As such, the amendments on proposed are stricken in final-form
Rulemaking I.
—

On proposed, the Department amended subsection Ii) to increase the minimum number of
hours of direct care from 2.7 to 4.1 hours. The Department also added a provision to require
facilities, during each shift in a 24-hour period, to have a sufficient number of nursing staff with
the appropriate competencies and skill sets to provide nursing care and related services to: assure
resident safety; and attain or maintain the highest practicable physical, mental and psychosocial
well-being of each resident.
As further provided in the preamble to final-form Rulemaking 4—Qualifications,
Training, Job Ditties. Recordkeeping, Progiwn Standards, and Resident Rights and Services, the

Department increased the direct resident care hours from 2.7 to 2.87 hours of minimum direct
resident care for each resident during a 24-hour period, beginning July 1, 2023. The following
year, July 1,2024, the number of hours of minimum direct resident care for each resident, when
totaled for the entire facility, will be increased to 3.2 hours of direct resident care for each
resident.
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The Department amended this requirement from proposed based on significant varying
comments from commentators. IRRC and members of the legislature. Comments ranged from
support of increasing direct resident care hours to opposition asserting concerns related to lack of
funding for 4.1 -hour requirement and staffing concerns, with additional comments requesting a
delayed implementation. Many commentators strongly supported the increase, citing to research
thai shows that 4.1 is essential to ensure that residents receive quality care and indicating that an
increase is long overdue. Commentators cited to many of the benefits that the Department noted
on proposed, including health benefits to residents, fewer reports of abuse, and higher job
satisfaction for nursing service personnel. Some commentators also suggested that 4.1 is too
10w

In contrast, commentators opposed to the increase asserted that a proposed increase to 4.1
is not realistic due to a workforce shortage. Commentators also indicated that facilities have had
to resort to the usc of agency staff, who are not as familiar with the needs of residents that are
specific to the facility they are assigned to, and thus, are not able to provide the same highquality care as nursing service personnel who work with the residents on a day-to-day basis.
Commentators also expressed concern that rural communities may be more greatly impacted due
to their smaller populations. Commentators also expressed concern that the increase would
impact the poor and minorities who already have limited access to care. Other commentators
pointed out that the regulated community is still reeling from the impacts of COVID-l 9 and
indicated that they feel now is not the time to be making changes.
IRRC, in proposed Rulemaking I, noted that commentators both supported and opposed
the proposed increase to 4.1 direct care hours with specific examples related to the above
concerns. IRRC asked that the Department explain how the final-form regulation protects
residents, while also addressing the impact of the minimum number of direct care hours on
facilities, regardless of whether the Department retains or amends § 211.12(i). IRRC also asked
if the Department sees any potential negative impact for residents if positions remain unfilled
when the regulation goes into effect.
The Department carefully considered the varying comments in support of and in
opposition to the increased direct resident care hours. In balancing the interests of consumers,
advocates and industry stakeholders. in combination with the substantial increase in funding for
nursing facilities, including new nursing facility ftinding and incrcascd MA payments beginning
January 2023 (Act 2022-54; Act 2022-IA), the Department amended this section in Rulemaking
4 Qualifications, Training, ,Job Ditties, Recordkeeping, Program Standards, and Reside,,!
Rights and Sen’ices, as provided previously, with a graduated implementation date. The rate of
3.2 hours of direct resident care for each resident is comparable to surrounding states and
similarly situated states: Delaware 3.28 hours; Maryland 3.00 hours; New York 3.50 hours; New
Jersey 2.50 hours; District of Columbia 3.50-4.10 hours; Ohio 2.50 hours; Florida 3.6 hours;
Rhode Island 3.58 hours; and West Virginia 2.25 hours.
https://www.macpac.uov/publication/state—policics—related—to-nursinu—faeilitv—staffinu!.
—

In addition, as further provided in Rulemaking 4—Qualifications, Training, Job Ditties,
Recordkeeping, Program Standards, and Resident Rights and Services, the Department deletes
the words “during each shift” in response to concerns raised by commentators that this language
is confusing. Specifically, commentators were concerned that this language, as drafted, could be
construed to require the same number of nursing personnel at night when residents are sleeping
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as during the day when they are more active and need more care, and that facilities would be
required to provide a total of 12.3 hours of direct care per day, rather than the proposed 4.1 hours
of direct care. The Department agrees that the addition of “during each shift” is confusing. As
such, the Department deletes the words “during each shift” on final-form Rulemaking 4 to
alleviate this concern. In addition, during the public comment period for Rulemaking 4. the
Department received further comments on this provision regarding the type of services included
as “general nursing care”. The Department has further addressed these comments in the
preamble to Rulemaking 4 Qzialiflcations, Training, Job Ditties, Recordkeephzg, Program
Standards, and Resident Rig/its and Services.
—

011w,- Comments

The Department received several other comments during the public comment period for
proposed Rulemaking I that are unrelated to amendments proposed in that rulemaking. One
commentator made several suggestions regarding oversight of rental payments, fees for services,
depreciation and taxes assessed on facilities. The Department, however, does not have
regulatory oversight of these areas and these comments are outside the scope of the rulemaking.
However, the Department has amended requirements for applications for lieensure in final-for-in
Rulemaking 3 Applications /br Ownership, Management and Changes of0wneiwhip; Health
and Safety to include submission of certain types of financial information. The types of financial
information and reporting is discussed in more detail in the preamble for final-form
Rulemaking 3.
—

One commentator indicated generally they would like to see future rulemakings address
the need for greater LGBTQ inclusivity in facilities and make cultural sensitivity and
competency trainings a requirement for facility administrators and frontline staff. The same
commentator indicated they would like to see trainings regarding racial equity and implicit bias
mandated as part of the staff development trainings in § 201.20 (relating staff development).
Although training and staff development is not addressed in this final-form rulemaking, the
Department did receive similar comments to final-form Rulemaking 4—Qualifications,
Training. Job Ditties, Retort/keeping, Program Standards, and Resident Rights and Se,-vices. As
ftirther provided in the preanibLe to finaL-form Rulemaking 4, the Department amended § 20 L .20
to require annual in-service training on resident rights, including nondiscrimination and cultural
competency.
One commentator asked whether the proposed increase in direct care hours will impact
phannacy technicians. The increase in direct care hours will impact nursing service personnel as
explained above in § 211.12(i) and in final-form Rulemaking 4—Qualifications. Training. Job
Dii ties, Recordkeeping, Program Standards, and Resident Rights and Services at § 211. 1 2(f. I).
Pharmacy technicians are not considered direct care providers for general nursing care and will
not be impacted by this rulemaking under § 211.12(i).
One commentator asked if anything could be done to address the fact that facilities will
only communicate with an agent of the facility under a power of attorney. The commentator
expressed the need for alternative arrangements. As noted above, the definition of “resident
representative” is “as defined in 42 CFR 483.5.” Under federal regulations, the term resident
representative includes individuals chosen by the resident to act on the resident’s behalf and
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agents under power of attorney. As defined, “resident representative” means any of the
following:
(I) An individual chosen by the resident to act on behalf of the resident in order to support
the resident in decision-making: access medical, social or other personal information of the
resident; manage financial matters; or receive notifications;
(2) A person authorized by Slate or Federal law (including but not limited to agents under
power of attorney, representative payecs, and other fiduciaries) to act on behalf of the
resident in order to support the resident in decision-making; access medical, social or other
personal information of the resident; manage financial matters; or receive notifications;
(3) Legal representative, as used in section 712 of the Older Americans Act; or.
(4) The court-appointed guardian or conservator of a resident.
(5) Nothing in this nile is intended to expand the scope of authority of any resident
representative beyond that authority specifically authorized by the resident, State or Federal
law, or a court ofeompetent jurisdiction.
42 CFR 483.5 (relating to definitions).
One commentator indicated that the Department should consider temporary
administration with the authority to handle care and operating procedures 10 improve quality in
consistently poor performing facilities. Although this final-form mlenmking does not address
temporary management, this issue is further discussed in the preamble to final-form Rulemaking
4 Qualifications, Training, Job Ditties, Recorlkeeping, Program Standards, and Reside,,!
Rig/irs and Sen’ices. Under new § 201.15a (relating to enforcement), actions the Department may
take to enforce include, but arc not limited to. reqtiiring a plan of correction, issuing a
provisional license, revoking a license, appointing a temporary manager, limiting or suspending
admissions to a facility, and assessing tines or civil monetary penalties.
—

One commentator requested that the regulations be amended to include the following
requirements: (I) staff to wear name and position badges that are clearly visible to all; (2) staff to
knock before entering a resident’s room and introduce and announce themselves before entering
the room; (3) that residents be able to place cameras in their rooms if their roommates agree; (4)
facilities be open 24/7 to family and this be made clear when a resident is admitted; (5) facilities
have a published process in place for residents and family members to submit care or treatment
concerns and a timeframe in which to respond to them; (7) residents and family members be
allowed to submit anonymous complaints to the local ombudsman for investigation and
resolution. Another commentator requested that the regulations be amended to include the
following requirements: (1) every doctor to be board certified in geriatrics; (2) residents have the
freedom to be transported to their primary care physician if they want; (3) doctors on staff meet
with every’ new resident and family for at least 30 minutes on admission or within 1-2 days to
assess the resident, review medications, answer questions and make recommendations; (4)
doctors do a follow-up assessment a week later with the resident and family to review care and to
answer questions: (5) a list of medications be provided to family members; (6) medical records
and charts be available upon request; (6) residents be allowed to transfer to a different facility if
they are not happy; (7) improved requirements for facility inspections and investigation
complaints that involve different employees conducting inspections versus complaints; and (7)
evaluation and inspection reports for facilities be published in local papers and any violations or
citations highlighted.
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Although tins final-font regulation does not specifically address facility requirements,
physician requirements, medical records, transfer agreement, facility inspections and surveys.
grievances and resident rights. final-form Rulemaking 2— General Operation and PIn’sical
RequirenienLc, Rulemaking 3 Applications for Oii’nership. Management and Changes al
Ownership; Health and Safety and Rulemaking 4 Qualifications, Training, Job Duties.
Recordkeeping. Program Standards, and Resident Rights and Services address these various
requirements.
—

—

Specifically, final-form Rulemaking 2 requires a facility to develop a closure plan,
including a transfer and relocation plan of residents under § 201 .23(e.4) (relating to closure of
facility). Final-form Rulemaking 3 addresses inspection reports. Under § 201.14 (relating to
responsibility of licensee) of final-form Rulemaking 3, a facility is required to have on file the
most recent inspection reports. Upon requests, a facility is required to make the most recent
report available to interested persons.
Final-font Rulemaking 4 addresses also transfers, transfer agreements and resident
rights. Under 201 .29(c.2) (relating to resident rights) of final-font Rulemaking 4, a resident has
the rights set forth under 42 CFR 483.10, plus the additional rights under subsection (c.2). This
includes the right to choose an attending physician. unless an alternative physician is needed to
assure appropriate and adequate care. As noted previously in this final-font rulemaking,
facilities are also required to establish a grievance policy in accordance with 42 CFR 483.10(j)
(relating to resident rights). In addition, fiwther infonnation regarding how to file a concern or
complaint is available on the Department’s website at:
Final-form Rulemaking 4 also addresses transfer agreement under § 201.31 (relating to
transfer agreement), which requires a transfer agreement between the facility and one or more
hospitals.
Other commentators broadly suggested that the Department update requirements for
infection prevention and control and emergency and pandemic preparedness planning.
Requirements for infection prevention and control and emergency preparedness are addressed
and further discussed in final-font Rulemaking 3 Applications for Ownership, Management
and Changes of Oii’nership; Health and Safe!i. Commentators also broadly expressed support
for updated application for licensure and change in ownership procedures to ensure a thorough
evaluation of the applicant’s experience, expertise, and financial capacity to provide high quality
of care. Requirements related to applications for licensure and changes in ownership are also
addressed and further discussed in final-font Ruletnaking 3. Finally, commentators broadly
expressed support for improvements 10 requirements for residents’ rights to protect all residents
from discrimination or ill treatment. As provided previously, requirements related to resident
rights are addressed and further discussed in final-font Rulemaking 4—QualifIcations, Training.
Job Dii ties. Recordkeeping, Program Standards, and Resident Rights and Services.
—

Comments on Effrctive Date
Some commentators, in proposed Rulemaking 1. urged the Department to make all four
proposed ruiemakings effective upon publication as final-form regulations, stating that these
amendments are so long overdue that no phase-in period should be allowed. Other
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commentators, however, felt that the changes being proposed are too significant, and that the
regulated community needs time to budget, plan and hire staff, particularly for the proposed
increase in direct care hours. Some commentators suggested that the Department allow for a
year or more for implementation of the regulations, while other commentators suggested a rampup period before all the regulations become effective. IRRC asked, in comment to proposed
Rulemaking I. if the Department would consider a delayed implementation timetable for
compliance. Commentators and 1RRC also raised concerns in comments lo proposed
Rulemaking 3, regarding the Department’s proposal to set the same effective date for all four
final-font rulemakings, IRRC asked the Department to address these concerns and explain why
this timeframe was reasonable.
In response to commentators and IRRC, the final-font regulations for all four regulatory
packages will take effect on July 1,2023, with the following exceptions. In final-font
Rulemaking 3, sections 201.1 2a(a), (b), and (c)( I) through (3), which require prospective
licensees to provide written notice to certain individuals, shall take effect on February 1,2023.
Sections 201 .12, 201 I 2b, 201 .1 3c(b) and (c). and 201 I 2a(c)(4) and (d) shall take effect on
October31, 2023. In flnal-form Rulemaking 4, section 211. 12(L I )(3) and (0(2) shaLl take effect
on July 1,2024. This will allow the regulated community a reasonable amount of time to
adequately plan and initiate the staffing and budget changes necessary to achieve compliance.
.

Fiscal

Impact

and

.

Papeniork Requirem en/s

Fiscal Impact
As provided previously, the Department participated in the Senate Health and Human
Services and Aging and Youth Committees joint legislative hearing regarding this rulemaking on
September 15, 2021. Various stakeholders participated, including the Pennsylvania Health Care
Association (PHCA), AARP Pennsylvania, LeadingAge Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania
Coalition of Affiliated Healthcare & Living Communities (PACAH), SEIU Healthcare
Pennsylvania, and the Center for Advocacy for the Rights & Interests of the Elderly (CAME).
During this hearing, there was much discussion about the proposed staffing increase from 2.7 to
4.1 hours of direct resident care and the related cost and staff concerns. Specifically, concerns
were raised regarding stagnate MA rates since MA pays for 70 percent of all nursing home care.
There were also comments regarding increased costs related to the increased staffing generally.
During this hearing. stakcholder testimony provided that many facilities struggle to reach 3.3
hours of direct resident care. Resident advocates also expressed concerns with staff’ turnover
and the need for greater transparency to understand how facilities are spending public funds.
There was further testimony regarding staff burnout due to high demands of resident care,
workers leaving the field, and the need to address systemic underfunding of these services in the
commonwealth.
In response to the comments and concerns raised during this legislative hearing,
throughout the public comment process. and in other discussions, the Governor’s Fiscal Year 2223 budget proposal proposed a MA rate increase of S190 million; 591 million in state funding to
be matched with $99 million in federal funds for the first 6 months of calendar year 2023 and a
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proposed $250 million one-time investment of American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) funds in
long-term living programs, including direct one-time funding for all facilities to support their
workforce and help them to hire more staff to meet the requirements of the forthcoming
regulations. The flrnding was proposed to be provided to facilities in advance of the expected
staffing increases to allow facilities to stabilize their existing workforce and recruit additional
staff prior to the regulatory increases going into effect.
Following the Governor’s budget proposal, industry stakeholders called for S294 million
in MA funding in the Commonwealth’s FY 22-23 budget. The FY 22-23 Appropriations Act
signed by Governor \Volfincluded bipartisan support fora historic increase in one-time and
ongoing funding for facilities. As enacted, $147 million in state funding was appropriated to
support implementation of the Department’s regulations. Specifically, this finding will be used
to support a 17.5% Medicaid rate increase beginning January I, 2023, which allows facilities
time to ramp up staffing to meet the direct care staffing hours required on July 1,2023,
Assuming Federal approval, these state funds will be matched with an additional $159 million in
federal funds, totaling $306 million in Medicaid funding for the first 6 months of calendar year
2023. All nursing facilities will also receive $131 million in one-time ARPA funding during FY
22-23. A detailed fiscal impact for the regulated community, the commonwealth and local
government is as follows:
Regulated community
The amendments will apply to all 682 long—term care nursing facilities licensed by the
Department. These facilities provide health services to approximately 72,000 residents. This
total includes nineteen county-owned and operated facilities, six veterans’ homes that are
operated by DMVA, 654 privately-owned facilities that participate in Medicare or MA, and three
private-pay facilities that do not participate in Medicare or MA.
The existing regulations of the Department already incorporate many of the Federal
requirements and the expansion to incorporate the remaining Federal requirements at 42 CFR
Part 483. Subpart B (relating to requirements for long-term care facilities) will not impact the
facilities that participate in the Mcdicarc or MA programs. However, the 3 private-pay longterm care nursing facilities that do not participate in either the Medicare or MA Program will be
impacted.
Assuming that the three private-pay facilities have not updated any of their practices and
procedures since 1998, it is anticipated that the maximum cost to each facility to incorporate
current federal health and safety standards would be approximately 567,862. This maximum
estimate, adjusted fur inflation, is based on the cost analysis from the Federal Department of
Health and Human Services when it promulgated its comprehensive updates at 81 FR 68688
(October 4,2016). A break-down of these potential costs, adjusted for inflation through the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics CP1 Inflation Calculator, are as follows:
Resident Rights (42 CFR § 483.10)
Admission, Discharge, and Transfer Rights (42 CFR § 483.15)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive Resident Centered Care Planning (42 CFR § 483.21)
Nursing Services (42 CFR § 483.35)
Food and Nutrition Services (42 CFR § 483.60)
Quality Assurance and Performance Improvement (42 CFR § 483.75)
Infection Control (42 CFR § 483.80)
Compliance and Ethics Program (42 CFR § 483.85)
Training (42 CFR § 483.95)

Total

S6.760
S304
$145
S3.926
523,318
S 19,262
$897
$67,862

However, based on the Department’s experience with facilities’ compliance with existing
regulatory requirements, these facilities already comply with various provisions, such as
infection prevention and control measures, emergency preparedness and planning, food service
safety, and homelike environment requirements. Therefore, it is unlikely that the facilities would
reach the maximum estimated costs.
In addition, a facility may apply for an exception to the requirements of Subpart C (relating
to long-term care facilities) under § 51.31—51.34 (relating to exceptions). This includes the
abiliw to apply for an exception to the incorporation of a specific Federal requirement. Specifically,
all facilities, including private-pay facilities, may request an exception under the process identified
in 2$ Pa.Code § 51.31—51.34. To assist the Department in rendering decisions on requests for
exceptions, a facility requesting such an exception is required to identify the specific Federal
requirements to which it is seeking an exception, rather than broadly requesting an exception to all
the Federal requirements.
Further, based on comments received, the Department is exempting facilities from
complying with 42 CFR 483.1 (relating to basis and scope) and the data transmission and Minimum
Data Set (MDS) reporting requirements, unless the facility participates in the Medicare or MA
programs
Requiring all long—tent care nursing facilities to comply with the minimum Federal
health and safety standard for long-tent care facilities will increase health and safety standards,
improve the survey process, create consistency and eliminate any confusion in the application of
standards to long-tent care nursing facilities, which will benefit all long-term care nursing
facilities. Although there is anticipated to be a fiscal impact regarding incorporation of certain
federal standards for the three facilities that do not participate in Medicare or MA Programs, the
cost of these health and safety standards is outweighed by the health and safety benefits for
nursing facility residents. The benefit of this final-form rulemaking is consistent standards for
licensure to ensure the health, safety, and welfare of all residents of long-term care nursing
facilities in this Commonwealth.
Coin 11201? wealth

—

Department

The amendments will not increase costs to the Department. The Department’s surveyors
perform the ftinction of surveying and inspecting long-term care nursing facilities for compliance
with both Federal and State regulations. The elimination of subsections that are outdated and
duplicative of the Federal requirements will streamline the survey process for long-tent care
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nursing facilities and provide consistency and congruency to the stakeholder industry. This, in
turn, will reduce confusion in the application of the standards that apply to long-term care
nursing facilities.
Commonwealth

—

Departnient of Militun

urn! Veterans Afihirs (D,l4i’I)

Of the 682 long-terni care nursing facilities licensed by the Department, six facilities are
veterans’ homes that are operated by DMVA. These facilities are already required to comply
with the Federal requirements and thus, are already required to comply with existing Federal
health and safety standards.
The DMVA-operated licensed facilities will not incur any additional cost to align with
the Federal requirements. As noted, these facilities are already required to comply with the
Federal requirements.

Coninion iiealtl,

—

Department oJHiunaii Services

Although the provisions of this final-form rulemaking, which relate to incorporation of
federal health and safety standards and the updating of definitions. will not have a cost impact to
the Department of 1-luman Services, a substantial increase in ftinding for nursing facilities,
including new nursing facility’ funding and increased MA payments beginning January’ 2023, was
enacted under Act 2022-54 and appropriated under the General Appropriations Act of 2022 (Act
2022-IA).
Local Goie,,nnent
As mentioned previously, there are currently 19 county-owned long-term care nursing
facilities, licensed by the Department. These facilities account for approximately 7.5% (6,524
beds) of licensed nursing facility beds across the Commonwealth. Allegheny County owns four
of the nursing homes; the remaining homes are in the following 15 counties: Decks, Bradford,
Bucks, Chester, Clinton, Crawford, Delaware. Erie, Indiana, Lehigh, Monroe. Northampton,
Philadelphia, Warren and Westmoreland.
All county—owned long—terni care nursing facilities participate in Medicare or MA and
thus, are already required to comply with the Federal requirements.
The county-owned licensed facilities will not incur any additional cost due to align with
the Federal requirements. As noted, these facilities participate in Medicare or MA and thus,
already required to comply with the Federal requirements.
Residents oJLong-Tern; Cure Nursing Facilities

Approximately 72,000 individuals that reside in the 682 long-term care nursing facilities
licensed by the Department will be affected by the amendments. Residents in private pay
facilities will be positively affected by the expansion of the Federal health and safety
requirements.
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Papencoik Requizenients
Assuming that the three private-pay facilities have not updated any of their recordkeeping
practices and procedures since 1998, it is anticipated the new paperwork requirements for the 3
private-pay facilities may include the following:

•
•
•
•

Establishment of a grievance policy, receiving grievances, and providing written
responses under 42 CFR 483,10 (relating to resident rights).
Resident signature on care plan under 42 CFR 483.10.
Notification to residents of charges under 42 CFR 483.10.
Notice to residents of transfers or discharges, including updated notices of changes under
42 CFR 483.15 (relating to admission, transfer and discharge rights).
Discharge planning under 42 CFR 483.15.
Quality assurance and performance improvement program and plan under 42 CFR 483.75
(relating to quality assurance and performance improvement).

In addition, based on comments received, the Department is exempting facilities from
complying with 42 CER 483.1 (relating to basis and scope) and the data transmission and
Minimum Data Set (MDS) reporting requirements, unless the facility participates in the
Medicare or MA program.
Sinai! Business .4,,a/i’sis
A commentator expressed concern that the Department did not identify and estimate the
number of small businesses that will be subject to the regulation. This commentator indicated
that many of its members are small businesses under the definition of “small business” in the
Regulatory Review Act. IRRC asked that the Department to calculate and address the economic
impact of thc final-form regulation on small businesses.
Under section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, 71 P.S. § 745.3, a small business is
“defined in accordance with the size standards described by the United States Small Business
Administration’s Small Business Size Regulations under 13 CFR Ch. I Part 121 (relating to
Small Business Size Regulations) or its successor regulation.” Under 13 CFR 121.101 (relating
to what are SBA size standards), the Small Business Administration’s (SBA) “size standards
determine whether a business entity is small.” Size standards are developed under the North
America Industry Classification System (NAICS). The Department applied the NAICS
standards to determine how many long-term care nursing facilities, licensed by the Department,
are small businesses.
The Department conducted a search on the NAICS website to find the NAICS code for
long-term care nursing facilities. The NAICS code for nursing care facilities (skilled nursing
facilities) is 623110. The Department looked this code up in the table located at 13 CFR 121.201
(relating to what size standards has SBA identified by NAICS codes) and determined that a longterm care nursing facility is a small business if it has 530 million or less in annual receipts. The
Department then pulled the latest long-term care nursing facility cost report from CMS to
deternine the impact to facilities that participate in Medicare or MA. The latest cost report data
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from CMS is 2018. Data.CMS.gov. Skilled Nursing Facility Cost Report. Retrieved from
https://datacrns.gov/provider-cornpliance/cost-report/skilled-nursing-faeility-cost-report/data.
The Department applied current Federal Standards of Accounting to this data to determine each
facility’s annual receipts. Based on this analysis, the Department determined that 623 Facilities
that participate in Medicare or MA have 830 million or less in annual receipts. Although the
data from CMS is from 20l8, the Department believes that currently. at least the same number of
facilities, if not more, would meet the definition of a small business. This analysis aligns with
the Department’s previous assumption that most long—tenn nursing facilities licensed by the
Department meet the definition of a small businesses.
The Department also asked stakeholders during the meetings held in 2021 and 2022 for
assistance in determining the impact to small businesses. The stakeholders were not able to
provide the Department with specific information regarding how the Department’s proposed
regulations would impact small businesses. However, during the stakeholder meeting for
Rtilemakings I and 2, a stakeholder suggested that the Department search GuideStar, which
provides financial information regarding nonprofit entities, to determine whether the three
private-pay facilities are small businesses. The Department searched the GuideStar website at
https://www,nuidestar.org/ for the three private-pay facilities that are licensed by the
Department. Based on this data, one of the private-pay facilities, Friends Home in
Kennett/Linden Hall, meets the definition of a small business applying the NAICS standards.
Another private-pay facility, Foulkeways at Gwynedd does not meet the definition ofa small
business based on its gross receipts. Data for the third private-pay facility, Dallastown Nursing
Center, is not available on GuideStar, but for the purposes of this analysis, the Department
assumes that Dallastown is a small business.
In sum, at least 91% of nursing facilities meet the definition ofa small business.
Consistent with the HCFA and fttnction of licensure, the purpose of these regulatory
amendments is to ensure the health, safety, and welfare of all residents of long-term care nursing
facilities in this Commonwealth by providing the minimum health and safety standards. Given
that most facilities are a small business and the need for surveying for the health and safety of
residents, the Department did not establish differing criteria tbr nursing facilities that are small
business compared to the minority of facilities that are not small businesses. Further, in
determining the minimum health and safety requirements, the department considered the myriad
of received comments, feedback from meetings and stakeholder groups and attempted to balance
the interests between consumers and the stakeholder industry. The Department’s responsibility
to ensure that residents receive safe, quality care applies to all residents of long-term care nursing
facilities in this Commonwealth. and it is critical that all residents of long-term care nursing
facilities receive the same level of high-quality care, regardless of whether the facility they reside
in is a small business.
Statutory ii uthoriti’
Sections 601 and 803 of the HCFA (35 P.S. § 448.601 and 448,803) authorize the
Department to promulgate, after consultation with the Health Policy Board, regulations
necessary to carry out the purposes and provisions of the HCFA. Section 801.1 of the HCFA (35
P.S. § 448.SOla) seeks to promote the public health and welfare through the establishment of
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regulations setting minimum standards for the operation of health care facilities. The minimum
standards are to assure safe, adequate and efficient facilities and services and to promote the
health, safety and adequate care of patients or residents of those facilities. In section 102 of the
HCFA (35 P.S. § 448.102), the General Assembly has found that a purpose of the HCFA is.
among other things, to assure that citizens receive humane, courteous and dignified treatment.
Finally, section 201(12) of the HCFA (35 P.S. § 448.201(12)) provides the Department with
explicit authority to enforce its rules and regulations promulgated under the HCFA.
The Department also has the duty to protect the health of the people of this
Commonwealth under section 2102(a) of the Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P.S. § 532(a)).
The Department has general authority to promulgate regulations under section 2 102(g) of the
Administrative Code of 1929.
Ejfectiveness/Sunset Date
This final-form rulemaking will become effective on July 1,2023. A sunset date will not
be imposed. The Department will monitor the regulations and update them as necessary.
Regulaton’ Revieit’
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5(a)), on July 21, 2021,
the Department submitted notice of this proposed rulemaking, published at 51 PaR. 4074 (July
31, 2021). to IRRC and the Chairpersons of the Senate Health and Human Services Committee
and the House 1-Tealth Committee for review and comment.
Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act, 71 P.S. § 745.5(c), IRRC. the Senate
1-Iealth and Human Services Committee and the 1-louse Health Committee were provided with
copies of the comments received during the public comment period, as well as other documents
when requested. In preparing the final-form rulemaking, the Department has considered all
comments from IRRC, the Senate Health and Human Services Committee, the House Health
Committee, and the public.

Under section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review Act, 71 P.S. § 745.5a(e), on
2022, the final-form rulemaking was deemed approved by the Senate
Health and Human Services Committee and the House Heath Committee. Under section 5.1(e)
of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC met on
2022 and approved the finalform rulemaking.
Contact Person
Additional information regarding this final-form rulemaking may be obtained by
contacting Ann Chronister, Director. Bureau of Long-Term Care Programs, by phone at (717)
547-3131. by email at -DHLTCRegspa.gov or by mail at the following address: 625 Forster
Street. Rim 526, Health and Welfare Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120. Persons with a disability
may submit questions in alternative format such as by audio tape, Braille, or by using ViTT
(717) 783-6514 or the Pennsylvania Hamilton Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 (TT). Persons
who require an alternative format of this document may contact Ann Chronister at the previous
address or telephone number so that necessary arrangements can be made.
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Pin dings
The Department finds that:
(1) Public notice of intention to adopt the regulations adopted by this order has been
given under sections 201 and 202 of the Act of July 31, 1968 (P.L. 769, No. 240) (45 P.S. §
1201 and 1202), and the regulations promulgated under those sections at I Pa. Code § 7.1 and
7.2.
(2) A public comment period was provided as required by law and all comments were
considered in drafting this final-form rulemaking.
(3) The amendments made to the final-form rulemaking do not enlarge the original
purpose of the proposed rulemaking as published under section 201 of the Act of July 31. 1968
(P.L. 769. No. 210) (45 P.S. § 1201).
(4) The adoption of the regulations is necessary and appropriate for the administration of
the Health Care Facilities Act (35 P.S. §* 448.10 l—448.904b).
Order
(1) The regulations of the Department at Title 28 of the Pennsylvania Code at §
201.1—201.3 are amended as set forth in Annex A.
(2) The Department shall submit this final-form regulation to the Office of Attorney
General and the Office of General Counsel for approval as required by law.
(3) The Department shall submit this final—font regulation to IRRC, the Senate l-lealth
and Human Services Committee and the I-louse Health Committee as required by law.
(4) The Department shall certify this final-font regulation, as approved for legality and
font, and shall deposit it with the Legislative Reference Bureau as required by law.
(5) This final-font regulation shall take effect on July 1.2023.
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LIST OF COMMENTATORS WHO REQUESTED MORE INFORMATION ON DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
LONG-TERM CARE NURSING FACILITY REGULATION #s 10-221, 10-222, 10-223, 10.2241
Commentator Name

Commentator Address

Jeffrey Long

220 Main Street, Unit 2
Towanda, PA 18848-1822
998 Logan Boulevard
Altoona, PA 16602
685 Angela Drive
Greensburg, PA 15601

John Cusick

Northampton County Government Center
669 washington St.
Easton, PA 18042

Representative Dawn Keefer
Gail Weidman
Jennifer A. Ebersole
Ilene warner-Maron
Karen C. Buck
Adam Manes
Georgia Goodman
Richard J. Mollot
Mary A. O’Connor
George Alspach
Valarie McGoogan
YVONNE DEFINIS-CAMPB
Mordy Lahasky
Harry Yoder
Lisa Gallagher
Holly Martin
Elizabeth Garrett
Sheila Layo
Julian R. Begun
Missy Swanson
Allen Bonace
Maria Santangelo

Room 422, lOB
P.O. Box 202092
Harrisburg, PA 17120-2092
gweidmancg’phca.org
jaebersole@alz.org
aldengeriatrics@gmail.com
KBuck5eniorLAwCenter.org
amarles@leadingagepa.org
ggoodman@leadingagepa.org
richardltccc.org
oconnor-ret@calu.edu
galspach232@aol.com
mcgoovl@gmailcom
ycarnpb@comcast.net
mordyeph@gmail.com
hyoderfaithfriendshiporg
Lisa.Gallagher@saberhealth.com
HMartin@transitionshealthcarellc.com
Elizabeth.Garrett@lutheranseniorlife.org
Sheila.Layo@saberhealth.com
jbeglin@gmail.com
mswanson@lutheranhomekane.org
abonace@stmaryshame.org
msantangelo@pinerun.org;

Carol Dieffenbach
Patricia Savage

Due to the overlap in comments between regulatory packages, the Department has compiled the list of
commentators Who requested more information on the four final-form long-term care nursing facility regulations
into one list and provided a copy of all four packages to these commentators.

:

Charlotte Floravit
Marjorie Ziegler
Suzanne Lachman
Richard Lee
Ken Beiler
Lisa Defibaugh
Rosemarie Janosko
Donovan Carper
Lori Mateyak
Jessica M. Hoffman
Dennis Johnson
Mary Staller
Joel Clausen
Todd Wagner
Rachelle Arnold
John Carpenter
Jennifer Howell
Steven Isaac
Karen M. Karle
Hope Lambert
Kathleen Laplante
John Sauder
Sharon S. Laverdure
David A Manton
Susan McCrary
Steven Cherry
Dan Davis
Mark D. Bondi
Mark J. Bushnell
Edward Keenan
Joe McLaughlin
Dan Mortensen
Raven Schaetzle

Kathryn Spare
Susan Teconchuk, CEO
Rev. Dr. Michael E. Harris
I Karyn L. Seace
David Hoffman

I

cfloravit@lutheranhomekane.org
marjorie.ziegler@genesishcc.com
slachman@wesleyenhancedliving.org
richard.lee@saberhealth.com
kbeiler@wesleyenhancedliving.org
lddefibaugh@hmwd.org
rjanosko@roadrunner.com
donovanc@moravianmanor.org
Iorim@moravianmanor.org
jhoffman@brevillier.org
dendi3838@yahoo.com
mary@lgarpacorp.com
jclausen@hvillage.org
twagner@chrmail.com
rarnold@concordialm.org
jfcarpenter52@gmail.com
jhowell@nottinghamvillage.org
Slsaac@independencehm.com
KarenKarle@sarahareed.org
HLambert@psl.org
kathleen.Iaplantelgenesishcc.com
jsauder@mennonitehome.org
CKing@monroecountypa.gov
dmanton@simpsonsenior.org
smccrary@stinrc.org
scherry@wesleyenhancedlving.org;
stcherrylo@gmail.com
DDavis@psl.org
bondimd@upmc.edu
mbushnell@stannehome.org
8s9keenan@gmail.com
jcmee@yahoo.com
dmortensen@mennonitehome.org
rschaetzle@stannehome.org
kspare@whitehorsevillageorg;
Kspare65@gmail.com
STeconchuk@rouse.org
rev.doc.harris@comcast.net
kIseace@nescioseace.com
dhoffman@dhoffmanassoc.com

Colby Hunsberger
colbyhunsberger@gmail.com
Charlene Harrington
Charlene.Harringtonucsf.edu
Stephen Crystal
scrystal@ifh.rutgers.edu
Representative Thomas Mehaffie Ill
tmehaffie@pahousegop.com
Representative K.C. Tomlinson
tnaples@pahousegop.com
Senator Camera Bartolotta
ekratz@pasen.gov
Berks County Board of Commissioners SWeaver@countyofberks.com
Connie Birrane
cbirrane5@gmail.com
Joyce Young
jlyoung17543@gmail.com
Linda Burns
lindaheleneburns1949@gmail.com
Toni Trobe Kestenbaum and Herbert
Kestenba u m
tonisoprano@verizon.net
Jacquelyn Wenrich
nannyjackie74@gmail.com
Freda Tepfer M Ed
fstepfer@yahoo.com
Sharon Adesman Furlong
sfurlong5@verizon.net
Kathy Natwick
kathvnatwick@hotmail.com
Jane McGarvey
jane.mcgarvey@gmail.com
Cynthia Erisman-Ward
cindyerismanward@gmail.com
John Hart
hartpks@earthlink.net
Deborah Pine
deborah.pirie@gmail.com
Nelson Simonson
ncsimonson@gmail.com
Lorraine Turberville
hturberl@gmail.com
Kay France
ameloll@hotmail.com
Bruce and Brenda Metzler
pheasant3O5gmail.com
Michelle Lenox
mlenox@gmail.com
Sheldon Schwartz
sh371@aol.com
Jay Beckerman
i blakrasp4Omail.com
Michelle Cohen
michelleandmorg@yahoo.com
Jo-Anne Levy-Lamoreaux
jlevylamoreaux@gmail.com
W, Mark Sutherland
wmarksutherland@icloud.com
Jessica Ternill
jdterrill@gmail.com
Kathleen Henry
kathleen19464@icloud.com
Jessica Palmer
wonderwoman27O9gmail.com
Jennifer Miller
bgm71112icloud.com
Kimberly Peters
rkpeters129@yahoo.com
Sasha Lewis
b3s11ck@gmail.com
Dashawna Holmes
I dashawna.janell.holmes@gmail.com
Pamela Albus
Palbus@comcast.net
Deb Holdeman
holdeman@comcast.net
Elizabeth Dully
duffy3625@aim.com
-

-
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Sharon Gray
Genale Rambler
Cate Kager
teresa. A achey
Stella Ida Britcher
Bernice C.
Susanne Sproll
Renee Newberry
Christa Dailey
Dana CLARK
Margaret Herbstritt
Corina Warfield
Donna Adkins
Lauren Ringgold
Anna Arvelo
Aaron Troisi
Erica Payne
Tern Cherry
Patricia Khan
Denise O’Donnell
Carol Mcshqne
Ty Tracy
Helen Andreassen
Linda Leonard
Rachael Taylor
Diane Monderewicz
Jane Ewuzie
Carla Gregory-Beckton
Melissa Mills
Jayne Rau
Lori Farrell
Joni Mitchell
Donald williams
Victoria Petrick
Lisa Aguiar
Anita Feliz
Christine Gittens
Christina Caputo
Lorraine Leap
Charlotte Barnes
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s.gray@sharongraylaw.com
genalemrambler@gmail.com
kagerz@msn.com
teresaachey@yahoo.com
stellaida@comcast.net
bernice1970@gmail.com
RNsue1202@gmail.com
starrynotionsl@aol.com
Clinicaldirector.york@comforcare.com
dclark@luzerne.edu
margaret.herbstritt@gmail.com
cwarfield07@gmail.com
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Annex A
TITLE 28. HEALTH AND SAFETY
PART IV. HEALTH FACILITIES
Subpart C. LONG-TERM CARE FACILITIES
CHAPTER 201. APPLICABILITY, DEFINITIONS, OWNERSHIP AND GENERAL
OPERATION OF LONG-TERM CARE NURSING FACILITIES
GENERAL PROVISIONS

§ 2011. Applicability.
This subpart applies to jproflt and nonprofiti long-terni care nursing facilities Iwhich
provide either skilled nursing care or intermediate nursing care, or 1)0th, within the
facilities under thc acti as defined in section 802.1 of the act (35 PS. 448.802a),

§ 20L2. Requirements.
ffiJ The Depanment incorporates by reFerence 42 CFR Part 383. Subpart B of the Federal
requirements for long-term care facilities, 142 CFR 4831—483.75 (relating to requirements
for long-term care facilities) revised as of October 1, 1998! (relatinu to requirements for
lon2—term care facilities), as licensing regulations for long—term care nursing facilities Iwith the
exception of the following sections and subsections:

(1) Section 483.1 (relating to basis and scope).
(2) Section 483.5 (relaling to delinitions).
(3) Section 483.10(h)(10), (c)(7) and (8) and (o) (relating to level A requirement:
Resident rights).
(4) Section 483.12(a)(1), (b), (c)(I) and (d)(1) and (3) (relating to admission, transfer and
discharge rights).
(5) Section 483.200) and (m) (relating to resident assessment).
(6) Section 483.30(b)—(d) (relating to nursing services).
(7) Section 483.40(e) and (13 (relating to physician services).
(8) Section 483.55 (relating to dental services).
(9) Section 483.70(d)(l)(v) and (3) (relating to physical environment).
(10) Section 483.75(e)(1), (h) and (p) (relaling to administration)!, WITH THE
EXCEPTION OF 42 CFR 483.1 (RELATING TO BASIS AND SCOPE) AND THE
REQUIREMENTS UNDER 42 CFR PART 483 SUBPART B FOR THE
TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND MINIMUM DATA SET (MDS) REPORTING
TO THE CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES (CMS) UNLESS
1
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THE FACILITY IS PARTICIPATING IN THE MEDICARE OR MEDICAL
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.
(b) The Department incorporates by reference the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
State Operations lIanual. Chapter 7 and Appendix PP Cuidanee to Surveyors for Lone
Term Care Fucilitics.
—4€) A facility may apply for an exception to the requirements of this subpart under
51.31—51.34 (rebtinu to exceptions).
Id) Failure to comply with the requirements specified in 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B
shall be considered a violation of this subpart, unless an exception has been Eranted under
S 51.31 51.31.

§

201.3. Definitions.

(a) The Department incorporates by reference all terms defined in 42 CFR Part 183,
Subpart B (relating to requirements for lonc term care facilities) and in the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid State Operations Manual, Chapter 7 and Appendix PP Guidance
to Suntvors for LonE Term Care Facilities.

Q The following words and terms, when used in this subpart, have the following meanings,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
+Ahuse—LTlie infliction of injury, unreasonable confinement, intimidation or punishment
with resulting physical harm or pain or mental anguish, or deprivation by an individual,
including a caretaker, of goods or services that are necessary to attain or maintain physical,
mental and psychosocial well-being. This presumes that instances ol abuse of all residents,
even those in a coma, cause physical harm, or pain or mental anguish. The term includes
the following:
(I) Verbal abuse—Any use of oral, written or gestured language that willfully includes
disparaging and derogatory terms to residents or their families, or within their hearing
distance, regardless of their age, ability to comprehend or disability. Examples of verbal
abuse include:
(A) Threats of harm.
(B) Saying things to frighten a resident, such as telling a resident that the resident will
never be able to see his family again.
(ii) Sexual abuse—Includes sexual harassment, sexual coercion or sexual assault.
(iii) Physical ahu.ce—Includes hitting, slapping, pinching and kicking. The term also
includes controlling behavior through corporal punishment.
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(iv) [kkntal abuse—Includes humiliation, harassment, threats of punishment or
deprivation.
(v) I,vvoluntaiy seclusion—Separation of a resident from other residents or from his
room or confinement to his (with/without roommates) against the resident’s will, or the will
of the resident’s legal representative. Emergency or short term monitored separation from
other residents will not be considered involuntary seclusion and may be permitted if used
for a limited period of time as a therapeutic intervention to reduce agitation until
professional staff can develop a plan of care to meet the resident’s needs.
(vi) Neglect—The deprivation by a caretaker of goods or services which are necessary
to maintain physical or mental health.] AS DEFINED IN 42 CFR 483.5 (RELATING TO
DEFINITIONS).

Act—The Health Care Facililies Act
448.904h).

I( P.S. §

448.1O1—448S04)I (35 P.S.

448.101—

Administration ofdrugsI medication—The giving ofa dose of medication to a patient
RESIDENT as a result of an order of a practitioner licensed by the Commonwealth to
prescribe jdrugs medications.
fAdmintctrator—IAn individual who is charged with the general administration of a
facility, whether or not the individual has an ownership interest in the facility and whether
or not the individual’s functions and duties are shared with one or more other individuals.j
AS DEFINED IN 42 CFR 483.70(d)(2) (RELATING TO ADMINISTRATION). The
administrator shall be currently licensed and registered by the Department of State under
the Nursing Home Administrators License Act (63 P.S. § 1101—1114.2)4
Ahc:ation An addition, modification or modernization in the structure or usage of a building
or section thereof or change in the senicc rendered.

jAmbulatory resident—An individual who is physically and mentally capable of getting in
and out of bed and walking a normal path to safety in a reasonable period of time,
including the ascent and descent of stairs without the aid of another person.
Audiologist—A person licensed as an audiologist by the Pennsylvania State Board of
Examiners in Speech-Language and Hearing, or excluded from the requirement of
licensure under the Speech-Language and Hearing Licensure Act (63 P.S. § 1701—
1719).I
Authorized peicon to administer drugs and medications—Persons qualified to administer dfugs
and-medications in facilities are as follows:

(i) Physicians and dentists who are currently licensed by the Bureau of Professional and
Occupational Affairs, Department of State.
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(ii) Registered nurses who are currently licensed by the Bureau of Professional and
Occupational Affairs, Department of State.
(iii) Practical nurses who have successfully passed the State Board of Nursing examination.
(iv) Practical nurses licensed by waiver in this Commonwealth who have successfully
passed the United States Public Health Service Proficiency Examination.
(v) Practical nurses licensed by waiver in this Commonwealth who have successfully passed
a medication course approved by the State Board of Nursing.
(vi) Student nurses of approved nursing programs who are ftmctioning under the direct
supervision ofa member of the school faculty who is present in the facility.
(vii) Recent graduates of approved nursing programs who possess valid temporary practice
permits and who arc functioning under the direct supervision of a professional nurse who is
present in the facility. The permits shall expire if the holders of the permits fail the licensing
exam i nations.
(viii) Physician assistants and registered nurse practitioners who are certified by the Bureau
of Professional and Occupational Affairs.
Bacem enr—A story or floor level below the main or street floor. If, due to grade differences,
there are two levels qualifying as a street floor, a basement is a floor below the lower of the two
street floors.

C’RNP—CerrifIcd Registe;-ed Nuiiwe Pracdtioner—A registered nurse licensed in this
Commonwealth who is certified by the State Board of Nursing and the State Board of Medicine
as a CRNP, under the Professional Nursing Law (63 P.S. § 211—225) and the Medical
Practice Act of 1985 (63 P.S. § 422.l—422.45).
fCbarge nurse—A person designated by the facility ‘ho is experienced in nursing service
administration and supervision and in areas such as rehabilitative or geriatric nursing or
who acquires the preparation through formal staff development programs and who is
licensed by the Commonwealth as one of the following:
(i) A rcgistcrcd nurse. AN RN.
(ii) A rcgistcrcd nurse AN RN licensed by another state as a registered nurse AN RN
and who has applied for endorsement from the State Board of Nursing and has received
written notice that the application has been received by the State Board of Nursing. This
subparagraph applies for 1 year, or until Commonwealth licensure is completed, whichever
period is shorter.
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(iii) A practical nurse who is a graduate of a Commonwealth recognized school of
practical nursing or who has 2 years of appropriate experience following licensure by
waiver as a practical nurse.
(iv) A practical nurse shall be designated by the facility as a charge nurse only on the
night tour of duty in a facility with a census of 59 or less.] (iii) AN LPN DESIGNATED BY
THE FACILITY AS A CHARGE NURSE ON THE NIGHT TOUR OF DUTY [N A FACILITY
WITH A CENSUS OF 59 OR LESS IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 211.12.

Clinical laboratory—IA place, establishment or institution, organized and operated
primarily for the performance of bacteriological, biochemical, hema(ologieal,
microscopical, serological or parasitological or other tests by the practical application of
one or more of the fundamental sciences to material originating from the human body, by
the use of specialized apparatus, equipment and methods, for the purpose of obtaining
scientific data which may be used as an aid to ascertain the state of health. The tests are
conducted using specialized apparatus, equipment and methods, for the purpose of
obtaining scientific data which may be used as an aid to ascertain the state of health.! AS
DEFINED IN 42 U.S.C.A. § 263a(a).
clinical records Facility records, whether or not automated, pertaining to a resident,
•
medical records.
CONSTRUCTiON, AL TEK4 TION OR RENOI ‘A TJON—T1-IE ERECTION. BUILDING.
REMODELING, MODERNIZATION. IMPROVEMENT, EXTENSION OR EXPANSION OF
A FACILITY, OR THE CONVERSION OF A BUILDING OR PORTION THEREOF TO A
FACILITY. THE TERM DOES NOT INCLUDE PART-FOR-PART REPLACEMENT OR
REGULAR FACILITY MAINTENANCE.
Controlled siibstaiice—A drug, substance or immediate precursor included in Schedules I—V
of the Controlled Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act (35 P.S. § 780-101—780-144).
Conldo,—A passageway, hallway or other common avenue used by residents and personnel to
travel between buildings or sections of the same building to reach a common exit or service area.
The service area includes, but is not limited to, living room, kitchen, bathroom, therapy rooms
and storage areas not immediately adjoining the paien11s RESIDENT’S sleeping quarters.
Departnic’nt—The Department of I-Iealth of the Commonwealth.
[Dietetic service sapen’Lcor—A person who meets one of the following requirements:
(i) Is a dietitian.
(ii) Is a graduate of a dietetic technician or dietetic assistant training program,
correspondence course or classroom course approved by the American Dietetic
Association.
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(iii) isa member of the American Dietetic Association or the Dietary Managers
Association.
(iv) Is a graduate of a State approved course that provided 90 or more hours of
classroom instruction in food service supervision and has experience as a supervisor in a
health care institution with consultation from a dietitian.
(v) Has training and experience in food service supervision and management in a
military service equivalent in content to the program in subparagraph (iv).
(vi) Has a baccalaureate degree from a State approved or accredited college or
university and has at least 12 credit hours in food service, nutrition or diet therapy and at
least 1 year of supervisory experience in the dietary department of a health care facility.
Dietitian—A person who is either:
(i) Registered by the Commission on Dietetic Registration of the American Dietetic
Association.
(ii) Eligible for registration and who has a minimum of a bachelor’s degree from a
United States regionally accredited college or university and has completed the .kmerican
Dietetic Association (ADA) approved dietetic course requirements and the requisite
number of hours of ADA approved supervised practice.)
Director of nursing services—jA registered nurse who is licensed and eligible to practice
in this Commonwealth and has 1 year of experience or education in nursing service
administration and supervision, as well as additional education or experience in areas such
as rehabilitative or geriatric nursing, and participates annually in continuing nursing
education. The director of nursing services is responsible for the organization, supervision
and administration of the total nursing service program in the facility.) AN RN
DESIGNATED BY A FACILITY UNDER 42 CFR 483.35(b)(2) (RELATING TO NURSING
SERVICES) AND HAS 1 YEAR OF EXPERIENCE OR EDUCATION IN NURSING
SERVICE ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION, AS WELL AS ADDITIONAL
EDUCATION OR EXPERIENCE IN AREAS, SUCH AS REHABILITATIVE OR
GERIATRIC NURSING. AND PARTICIPATES ANNUALLY IN CONTINUING NURSING
EDUCATION.
DISCHARGE—THE MOVEMENT OF A RESIDENT FROM A BED IN ONE CERTIFIED
FACILITY TO A BED IN ANOTHER CERTIFIED FACILITY OR OTHER LOCATION IN
THE COMMUNITY, WHEN RETURN TO THE ORIGINAL FACILITY IS NOT EXPECTED.
IDrug administration—An act in which a single dose of a prescribed drug or biological is
given to a resident by an authorized person in accordance with statutes and regulations
governing the act. The complete act of administration entails removing an individual dose
from a previously dispensed, properly labeled container, verifying it with the physician’s
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orders, giving the individual dose to the proper resident and promptly recording the time
and dose given.
Drug dispensing—An act by a practitioner or a person who is licensed in this
Commonwealth to dispense drugs under the Pharmacy Act (63 P.S. § 390-1—390-13)
entailing the interpretation of an order for a drug or biological and, under that order, the
proper selecting, measuring, labeling, packaging and issuance of the drug or biological for
a resident or for a service unit of the facility.)
Drurornwdicatüm

A substance meeting one of the following qualifications:

(i) Is recognized in the official United States Pharmaeopeia, or official National Formula’
org supplement to 2ither of them.
(ii) Is intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment or prevention of disease
in man or other animals.
(iii) Is other than food and intended to affect the structure org function of the human body
or other animal body.
(iv) Is intended for use as a coonnt of an article specified in subparagraph (I), (ii) or
(Hi). but not including device3 or wii components, prns or accessoses.
+Elopement—W’hen a resident leaves the facility without the facility staff being aware that
the resident has donc so PREMISES OR A SAFE AREA WITHOUT AUTHORIZATION.
jExistingfacilily—A long-term care nursing facility or section thereof which was
constructed and licensed as such on or before July 24, 1999.)

Exit or exitway—IA required means of direct egress in either a horizontal or vertical
direction leading to the exterior grade Ievel.j A MEANS OF EGRESS WHICH IS LIGHTED
AND HAS THREE COMPONENTS: AN EXIT ACCESS (CORRIDOR LEADING TO THE
EXIT), AN EXIT (A DOOR) AND AN EXIT DISCHARGE (DOOR TO THE STREET OR
PUBLIC WAY).
EXPLOITATION—AS DEFINED 1N42 CFR 483.5.
FadilUv—A licensed tong-term care nursing facility as defined in ChapterS of the act (35 P.S.
§ 448.80l—448.821).
+Fu!l1ime—A

minimum of a 35-hour work week.

FULL COMPLIANCE- MEANS TOTAL COMPLIANCE.
HEALTH CARE PRACTITIONER—AS DEFINED IN SECTION 103 OF THE ACT (35 P.S. §
448.103).
7
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Inherdtsciplüiarv aeans—jA team including the resident’s attending physician, a registered
nurse with responsibility for the resident and other appropriate staff in disciplines as
determined by the resident’s needs, and the resident. If the resident is cognitively impaired
and unable to fully participate, the team shall include to the extent practicable, the
participation of the resident, and shall also include the resident’s family, a responsible
person or the resident’s legal representative.I AS DEFINED IN 42 CFR 483.2 I(b)(2)(ii)
(RELATING TO COMPREHENSIVE PERSON-CENTERED CARE PLANN[NG).
Health Care Practithmer As defined in section 103 of the act (35 P.S. S 118.103). The
term “practitioner” when used alone in this subpart is deemed to be synonymous with this
definition.
INTIMIDATION—AS DEFINED IN SECTION 3 OF THE OLDER ADULTS PROTECTIVE
SERVICES ACT (35 P.S. § 10225.103).
IN VOL UNTARYSECL USION—SEPARATION OF A RESIDENT FROM OTHER
RESIDENTS OR FROM THE RESIDENT’S ROOM OR CONFINEMENT WITH OR
WITHOUT ROOMMATES AGAINST THE RESIDENT’S WILL, OR THE WILL OF THE
RESIDENT’S REPRESENTATIVE, EXCLUDING EMERGENCY OR SHORT TERM
MONITORED SEPARATION FROM OTHER RESIDENTS FOR A LIMITED PERIOD OF
TIME AS A THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTION TO REDUCE AGITATION UNTIL
PROFESSIONAL STAFF CAN DEVELOP A PLAN OF CARE TO MEET THE RESIDENT’S
NEEDS.
LPN—Licensed practical niwce—A practical nurse licensed to practice tinder the Practical
Nurse Law (63 P.S. § 651—667.8) and the regulations of the State Board of Nursing at 49
Pa. Code Chapter 21, Subchapter B (relating to practical nurses).
Licensee—The individual, partnership, association or corporate entity including a public
agency or religious or fraternal or philanthropic organization authorized to operate a licensed
facility.
LONG-TERM CARE OMBUDSMAN—AN INDIVIDUAL AT THE STATE OR LOCAL
LEVEL WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR CARRYING OUT THE DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS
OF THE STATE LONG-TERM CARE OMBUDSMAN PROGRAM UNDER 42 U.S.C.A. §
305 8g.
[Locked restraints—A mechanical apparatus or device employed to restrict voluntary
movement of a person not removable by the person. The term includes shackles, straight
jackets and cage-like enclosures and other similar devices.
Medical record practitioner—A person who is certified or eligible for certification as a
registered records administrator (RRA) or a health information technologist/accredited
record technician by the American Health Information Management Association (AHIMA)
and who has the number of continuing education credits required for each designation by
the AHIMA.I
S
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MEDICATION—A SUBSTANCE MEETING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
QUALIFICATIONS:
(I) IS RECOGNIZED IN THE OFFICIAL UNITED STATES PHARMACOPEIA, OR
OFFICIAL NATIONAL FORMULARY OR A SUPPLEMENT TO EITHER OF THEM.
(II) IS INTENDED FOR USE IN THE DIAGNOSIS, CURE, MITIGATION,
TREATMENT OR PREVENTION OF DISEASE IN MAN OR OTHER ANIMALS.
(III) 15 OTHER THAN FOOD AND INTENDED TO AFFECT THE STRUCTURE OR A
FUNCTION OF THE HUMAN BODY OR OTHER ANIMAL BODY.
(IV) IS INTENDED FOR USE AS A COMPONENT OF AN ARTICLE SPECIFIED IN
SUBPARAGRAPH (I), (II) OR (III). BUT NOT INCLUDING DEVICES OR THEIR
COMPONENTS. PARTS OR ACCESSORIES.
Medwatwi, administration—An act in which a single dose of a prescribed medication or

biological is given to a resident by an authorized person in accordance with statutes and
regulations governing the act. The complete act of administration entails removing an
individual dose from a previously dispensed, properly labeled container, verifying it with
the physician’s orders, giving the individual dose to the proper resident and promptly
recording the time and dose given.
Medication dispensinL’—An act by a practitioner or a person who is licensed in this
Commonwealth to dispense medications under the Pharmacy Act (63 P.S.
390-1—390
13) entailing the interpretation of an order for a medication or biological and, under that
order. the proper selecting, measuring, labeling, packaging and issuance of the medication
or biological for a resident or for a service unit of the facility.

MENTAL ABUSE—INCLUDES HUMILIATION, HARASSMENT. THREATS OF
PUNISHMENT OR DEPRIVATION.

MISAPPROPRIA TION OF RESIDENT PROPERTY—AS DEFINED IN 42 CFR 4S3.5.
MISTREATMENT—AS DEFINED IN 42 CFR 483.5.
NEGLECT—AS DEFINED IN 42 CFR 483.5.
NFPA—National Fire Protection Association.
NonanthuIato;y resident—A resident who is not physically or mentally capable of getting
in and out of bed and walking a normal path to safety in a reasonable period of time,
including the ascent and descent of stairs, without the aid of another person.

Nonproprietary drug—A drug containing a quantity of controlled substance or drug
requiring a prescription, a drug containing biologicals or substances of glandular origin—
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except intestinal-enzymes and liver products—and drugs which are administered
parenterally.J
Non-prescg-iptio,z

medication—An over-the-counter medication leallv purchased without

a prescription.
fNurse attic—An individual. AS DEFINED [N 42 CFR 483.5, providing nursing or
nursing-related services to residents in a facility who:

(i) Does not have a license to practice professional or practical nursing in this
Commonwealth.
(ii) Does not volunteer services for no pay.
(iii) Has met the requisite training and competency evaluation requirements as defined
in 42 CFR 483.75 (relating to administration).
(iv) Appears on the Commonwealth’s Nurse Aide Registry.
(v) Has no substantiated findings of abuse, neglect or misappropriation of resident
property recorded in the Nurse Aide Registry.{

Nursitig care—A planned program to meet the physical and emotional needs of the resident.
The term includes procedures that require nursing skills and techniques applied by properly
trained personnel.
Nursing

sen/ce personnel—Registered nurses, licensed practical nurses and nurse aides.

IOccupaüonui therapist—A person licensed as an occupational therapist by the State
Board of Occupational Therapy Education and Licensure.
assistant—A person licensed as an occupational therapy assistant by
the State Board of Occupational Therapy Education and Licensure.I
Occupational therapy

PERSON— AS DEFINED IN SECTION 103 OF THE ACT (35 P.S. § 448.103).
Phannucist—A person Licensed by the State Board of Pharmacy to engage in
pharmacy.

the

practice of

Phannaci’—A place properly licensed by the State Board of Pharmacy where the practice of
pharmacy is conductc&
PHYSICAL ABUSE—INCLUDES HITflNG. SLAPPING. PINCHING AND KICKING. THE
TERM ALSO INCLUDES CONTROLLING BEHAVIOR THROUGH CORPORAL
PUNISHMENT.
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IPhysica! therapist—A person licensed as a physical therapist by the State Board of
Physical Therapy.
Physical therapy assistant—A person registered as a physical therapy assistant by the
State Board of Physical Therapy.I
Physician assistant—An individual certified as a physician assistant by the State Board of
Medicine under the Medical Practice Act of 1985 (63 P.S. § 422.1—422.45), or by the State
Board of Osteopathic Medical Examiners under the Osteopathic Medical Practice Act (63 P.S.
§ 271.1—271.18).
[Practice ofphannacy—T he practice of the profession concerned with the art and science
of the evaluation of prescription orders and the preparing, compounding and dispensing of
drugs and devices, whether dispensed on the prescription of a medical practitioner or
legally dispensed or provided to a consumer. The term includes the proper and safe storage
and distribution of drugs, the maintenance of proper records, the participation in drug
selection and drug utilization reviews and the responsibility of relating information as
required concerning the drugs and medicines and their therapeutic values and uses in the
treatment and prevention of disease. The term does not include the operations of a
manufacturer or distributor as defined in The Controlled Substance, Drug, Device and
Cosmetic Act (35 P.S. § 780-1O1—780-144).I

PRACTITIONER—A HEALTH CARE PRACTITIONER AS DEFINED IN SECTION 103
OF THE ACT (35 P.S. § 448.103).
Prescription—A written or verbal order for [drugsl medications issued by a [licensed
medicall health care practitioner in the course of Ihisi professional practice.
[Proprk’tarv drug—A drug which does not contain a quantity of a controlled substance
which can be purchased without a prescription and may be purchased from sources other
than a pharmacy, and is usually sold under a patented or trade name.I

QU4LIFIED D!EHCL4 N—AS DEFINED IN 42 CFR 483.60(a)( I) (RELATING TO FOOD
AND NUTRITION SERVICES).
QUALIFIED SOC/AL WORKER—AS DEFINED IN 42 CFR 483.70(p) (RELATING TO
ADMINISTRATION).
QUALIFIED THERAPEUTIC RECREA TION SPECIALIST—AS DEFINED IN 42 CFR
483.24(c) (RELATING TO QUALITY OF LIFE).
RN—Registered nurse—[A nursej An individual licensed to practice un this
Commonwealthl professional nursing under The Professional Nursing Law (63 P.S. § 211—
225.5) and the regulations of the State Board of Nursing at 49 Pa. Code Chapter 21,
Subchapter A (relating to registered nurses).
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Residen!—A person who is admitted to a licensed long-term care nursing facility for
observation, treatment, or care for illness, disease, injury or other disability.
IResident acth’itie.c coordinator—A person who meets one of the following requirements:
(i) Is a qualified therapeutic recreation specialist.
(ii) Has 2 years of experience in a social or recreational program, within the last 5
years, 1 year ofwhich was full-time in a patient activities program in a health care setting.j
RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE—AS DEFINED IN 42 CFR 483.5.
IResk!enthd unit—A section or area where persons reside who do not require long-term
nursing facility care.
Responsible person—A person who is not an employe of the facility and is responsible for
making decisions on behalf of the resident. The person shall be so designated by the
resident or the court and documentation shall be available on the resident’s clinical record
to this effect. An employe of the facility will be permitted to be a responsible person only if
appointed the resident’s legal guardian by the court.]
Restraint—A restraint can be physical or chemical.

(i) A physical restraint includes lany apparatus, appliance, device or garment applied
to or adjacent to a resident’s body, which restricts or diminishes the resident’s level of
independence or freedom.I ANY MANUAL METHOD. PHYSICAL OR MECHANICAL
DEViCE, EQUIPMENT OR MATERiAL THAT IS ATTACHED OR ADJACENT TO THE
RESIDENT’S BODY, CANNOT BE REMOVED EASILY BY THE RESIDENT, AND
RESTRICTS THE RESIDENT’S FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT OR NORMAL ACCESS TO
THE RESIDENT’S BODY.
(ii) A chemical restraint includes [psychopharmacologic drugs that are used for
discipline or convenience and not required to treat medical symptoms.I ANY
MEDICATION THAT IS USED FOR DISCIPLINE OR CONVENIENCE AND NOT
REQURIED TO TREAT MEDICAL SYMPTOMS.
SERIOUS BODILY INJURY—AS DEFINED IN SECTION 3 OF THE OLDER ADULTS
PROTECTIVE SERVICES ACT (35 P.S. § 10225.L03).
SERIOUS PHYSICAL INJURY— AS DEFINED IN SECTION 3 OF THE OLDER ADULTS
PROTECTIVE SERVICES ACT (35 P.S. § 10225.103).
SEXUAL ABUSE—NON-CONSENSUAL CONTACT OF ANY TYPE WITH A RESIDENT,
INCLUDING SEXUAL HARRASSMENT, SEXUAL COERCION OR SEXUAL ASSAULT.
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fSkilled or buermediate nursing care—Professionally supervised nursing care and related
medical and other health services provided for a period exceeding 24 hours to an individual
not in need of hospitalization, but whose needs are above the level of room and board and
can only be met in a long-term care nursing facility on an inpatient basis because of age,
illness, disease, injury, convalescence or physical or mental infirmity. The term includes the
provision of inpatient services that are needed on a daily basis by the resident, ordered by
and provided under the direction of a physician, and which require the skills of
professional personnel, such as, registered nurses, licensed practical nurses, physical
therapists, occupational therapists, speech pathologists or audiologists.
Social worker—An individual with the following qualifications:
(i) A Bachelor’s Degree in social work or a Bachelor’s Degree in a human services field
including sociology, special education, rehabilitation counseling and psychology.
(ii) One year of supervised social work experience in a health care setting working
directly with individuals.
Speech4anguage pathologist—A person licensed as a speech/language pathologist by the
State Board of Examiners in Speech-Language and Hearing, or excluded from the
requirements of licensure under the Speech-Language and Hearing Liccnsure Act (63 P.s.
§ 1701—1719)4
SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE MEANS TI-IA T:

(1) ANY CITED DEFICIENCIES ARE, INDIVIDUALLY AND IN COMBINED
EFFECT. OF A MINOR NATURE SUCH THAT NEITHER THE DEFICIENCIES NOR
EFFORTS TOWARD THEIR CORRECTION WILL INTERFERE WITH OR ADVERSELY
AFFECT NORMAL FACILITY OPERATIONS OR ADVERSELY AFFECT ANY
RESIDENT’S HEALTH OR SAFETY.
(2) THE FACILITY HAS IMPLEMENTED A PLAN OF CORRECTION APPROVED
BY THE DEPARTMENT.
TRANSFER—THE MOVEMENT OF A RESIDENT FROM A BED IN ONE CERTIFIED
FACILITY TO A BED IN ANTOTHER CERTIFIED FACILITY WHEN THE RESIDENT
EXPECTS TO RETURN TO THE ORIGINAL FACILITY.
VERBAL ABUSE—ANY USE OF ORAL, WRITTEN OR GESTURED LANGUAGE THAT
WILLFULLY INCLUDES DISPARAGING AND DEROGATORY TERMS TO RESIDENTS
OR THEIR FAMILIES, OR WITHIN THEIR HEARING DISTANCE, REGARDLESS OF
THEIR AGE, ABILITY TO COMPREHEND OR DISABILITY. EXAMPLES OF VERBAL
ABUSE INCLUDE:

(A) THREATS OF HARM.
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(B) SAYING THINGS TO FRIGHTEN A RESIDENT, SUCH AS TELLING A
RESIDENT THAT THE RESIDENT WILL NEVER BE ABLE TO SEE THE
RESIDENT’SFAMILY AGAIN.
CHAPTER 211. PROGRAM STANDARDS FOR LONG-TERM CARE NURSING
FACILITIES

§

211.12. Nursing services.

(a) The facility shall provide services by sufficient numbers of personnel on a 24-hour basis to
provide nursing care to meet the needs of all residents.
*

*

*

*

*

(i) A minimum number of general nursing care hours shall be provided for each 24-hour
period.
I) The total number of hours of general nursing care provided durin each shift in each
24-hour period shall, when totaled for the entire facility, be a minimum of42.71 41 hours of
direct resident care for each residetm
(2) A facillP shall have, durinc each shift in each 24 hour period, a sufficient
number of nursinc staff with the appropriate competencies and skill sets to provide nursing
care and related senices to:
(1) assure resident safety; and
(2) attain or maintain the highest practicable physical, mental and
pscial well bein of caeh-resi4ent

U)

Nursing personnel shall be provided on each resident floor.
*

*

*
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH

September 27, 2022

Mr. David Sumner
Executive Director
Independent Regulalory Review Commission
14th
Floor, 333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101
Re:

Department of Health Final Regulation No. 10-22 1
Long-Term Care Nursing Facility Regulations
28 Pa. Code §* 201.1,201.2. 201.3
Rulemaking I General Applicability and Definitions
—

—

Dear Mr. Sumner:
Enclosed are final-form regulations for review by the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission (IRRC) in accordance with the Regulatory Review Act (7! P.S. § 745.1—745.15).
This is the first of four rulemaking packages that amend Subpart C (relating to long-term care
facilities) of Part [V of Title 28 of the Pennsylvania Code. Subpart C consists of6 different
chapters: Chapters 201, 203, 205, 207, 209 and 211. The purpose of this final-form rulemaking is
to create consistency between Federal and State requirements for long-term care nursing
facilities by expanding the adoption of the Federal requirements to include the requirements set
forth at 42 CFR Part 483, Subpart B (relating to requirements for long-term care facilities). This
final-form rulemaking also updates existing definitions applicable to long-term care nursing
facilities.
The Regulatory Review Act provides that upon completion of the agency’s review of
comments following proposed rulemaking, the agency is to submit to IRRC and the Standing
Committees of the General Assembly a copy of the agency’s response to the comments received,
the names and addresses of the commentators who have requested additional information relating
to the final-form regulations, and the text of the final-form regulations which the agency intends
to adopt. See 71 P.S. §*745.5a(a).
A list of the names and addresses of the commentators who requested a copy of the final
form regulations is enclosed. The Department previously forwarded these comments to the
Commission.

Deni5e Johnson, MD ACTING SECRETARY OF HEALTH
Health and Welfare Building I Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120
—

625 Forster Street

8h

Floor West

I

I

717.787.98571 www.health.pa.gov

The Act also provides that IRRC may have until its next scheduled meeting which occurs
no less than 30 days after receipt of the final-form regulation to approve or disapprove the finalform regulation. 71 P.S § 745.5a(e).
The Department will provide IRRC with any assistance it requires to facilitate a thorough
review of the regulations. lfyou have any questions, please contact David Toth, Director of the
Office of Legislative Affairs, at (717) 787-6436.
Sincerely,

Denise Johnson, MD
Acting Secretary of Health
Enclosures

625 Forster Street S Floor West

Deniseiahnson, MD— ACTING SECRETARY OF HEALTH
Health and Welfare Building I Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

I

717.787.98571 www.health.pa.gov
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Received, thank you Pam.
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Executive Director
Senate Health & Human Services Committee
717-787-1475 (direct)
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From: Smith, Pamela (Health) <pamesmithpa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 8:11 AM
To: Brooks, Senator Michele <mbrooks@pasen.gov>

Cc: Bradbury, Joan <jbradbury@pasen.gov>
Subject: Final-Form Long-Term Care Nursing Facility Regulations
Importance: High
® CAUTION : External Email

-

Rulemaking 1 (10-221)

i

Good morning,
Attached are final-form long-term care nursing facility regulations rulemaking 1(10-221) from the
Department of Health. This is one of four long-term care nursing facility packages that are being
delivered to you today.
—

Under the Regulatory Review Act, the Department is required to deliver a final-form regulatory
package to the Standing Committees of the General Assembly and the Independent Regulatory
Review Commission (IRRC) on the same day, with IRRC receiving the package last. Confirmation of
receipt by the Standing Committees is required for delivery to IRRC.
Please respond as soon as possible to this email indicating that you have received the attached finalform regulatory package so that I can deliver the package to IRRC today. Seotember 27. 2022.

Thanks,
Pam
Pamela 6. Smith I Assistant Counsel
Pennsylvania Department of Health Office of Legal Counsel
625 Forster Street I Harrisburg, PA 17120 0701
Phone: 717.783.2500 Fax: 717.705.6042
www helth.state.na us
-

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FrirKp. Frkp

Smith Pamela (Health): Frankel. Dan
RE: Final-Form Lang-Term Care Nursing Facility Regulations Rulemaking 1(10-221)
Tuesday, September 27, 2022 10:46:04 AM
-

RECEIVED

Received
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From: Smith, Pamela (Health) <pamesmithpa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 8:10 AM
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To: Frankel, Dan <DFrankel@pahouse.net>
Cc: Fricke, Erika L. <EFricke@pahouse.net>
Subject: Final-Form Long-Term Care Nursing Facility Regulations
Importance: High

-
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Good morning,
Attached are final-form long-term care nursing facility regulations rulemaking 1 (10-221) from the
Department of Health. This is one of four long-term care nursing facility packages that are being
delivered to you today.
—

Under the Regulatory Review Act, the Department is required to deliver a final-form regulatory
package to the Standing Committees of the General Assembly and the Independent Regulatory
Review Commission (IRRC) on the same day, with IRRC receiving the package last. Confirmation of

receipt by the Standing Committees is required for delivery to IRRC.
Please respond as soon as possible to this email indicating that you have received the attached finalform regulatory package so that I can deliver the package to IRRC today. September 27. 2022.
Thanks,
Pam
Pamela G. Smith I Assistant Counsel
Pennsylvania Department of Health I Office of Legal Counsel
625 Forster Street Harrisburg, PA 17120-0701
Phone: 717.783.2500 Fax: 717.705.6042
www. health state. op. us
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL ATTORNEY-CLIENT COMMUNICATION
ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom it is oddressed and may contain
confidential ono/ar privileged material. Any use of this information other than by the intended recipient is prohibited.
If you receive this message in error; please send a reply e-mail to the sender and delete the materialfram any and all
cam purers. Unintended transmissions shall nat constitute waiver of the attorney-client or any other privilege.
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From: Smith, Pamela (Health) <pamesmithpa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 8:12:21 AM
To: Haywood, Senator Art <art.haywoodpasenate.com>
Cc: Freeman, Clarissa <clarissa.freeman@pasenate.com>
Subject: Final-Form Long-Term Care Nursing Facility Regulations Rulemaking 1 (10-221)
-

• EXTERNAL EMAIL.
Good morning,
Attached are final-form long-term care nursing facility regulations rulemaking 1 (10-221) from the
Department of Health. This is one of four long-term care nursing facility packages that are being
delivered to you today.
—

Under the Regulatory Review Act, the Department is required to deliver a final-form regulatory
package to the Standing Committees of the General Assembly and the Independent Regulatory
Review Commission (IRRC) on the same day. with IRRC receiving the package last. Confirmation of
receipt by the Standing Committees is required for delivery to IRRC.
Please respond as soon as possible to this email indicating that you have received the attached final
form regulatory package so that I can deliver the package to IRRC today. September 27. 2022,
Thanks,
Pam
Pamela C. Smith I Assistant Counsel
Pennsylvania Department of Health I Office of Legal Counsel
625 Forster Street I Harrisburg, PA 17120 0701
Phone: 717.783.2500 Fax: 717.705.6042
www. health .state.pa.us
-
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ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT
The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom it is addressed and may contain
confidential and/or privileged material Any use of this information other than by the intended recipient is prohibited.
If you recei’ie this message in error, please send a reply e-mail to the sender and delete the materiolfrom any and all
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From: Smith, Pamela (Health) <pamesmtth@pa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 8:09AM
To: Kathy Rapp <Klrapp@pahousegop.com>
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Subject: Final-Form Long-Term Care Nursing Facility Regulations
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Good morning,
Attached are final-form long-term care nursing facility regulations rulemaking 1(10-221) from the
Department of Health. This is one of four long-term care nursing facility packages that are being
delivered to you today.
—

Under the Regulatory Review Act, the Department is required to deliver a final-form regulatory
package to the Standing Committees of the General Assembly and the Independent Regulatory
Review Commission (IRRC) on the same day, with IRRC receiving the package last. Confirmation of
receipt by the Standing Committees is required for delivery to IRRC.
Please respond as soon as possible to this email indicating that you have received the attached finalform regulatory package so that I can deliver the package to IRRC today. September 27. 2022.
Thanks,
Pam
Pamela G. Smith Assistant Counsel
Pennsylvania Department of Health I Office of Legal Counsel
625 Forster Street I Harrisburg, PA 17120-0701
Phone: 717.783.2500 I Fax: 717.705.6042
www. health. state.oa.us
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIA ATTORNEY-CLIENT COMMUNICATION
ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom iris addressed and may cantain
confidential and/ar privileged material. Any use of this infarmatian ather than by the intended recipient is prohibited.
If you receive this message in error, please send a reply e-mail ta the sender and delete the materialfram any and all
computers. Unintended transmissions shall not canstitute waiver af the attorney-client or any other privilege.
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